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Queer Desire, Nature, & Myth in Ecopoetry

Introduction

Nature is often a compelling source for poetry, and has been since the Romantic era. The

relationship between humans and nature has always been complicated, and has been further

complicated by the Anthropocene, the era of geologic time where significant human impact on

Earth’s environment has come to the forefront of knowledge; particularly with the

acknowledgement of anthropogenic climate change and environmental damage. In this project I

am attempting to explain the influence of ecopoetry on my poetic style, form and content. I am

also exploring primary drivers for my poems, including queer desire, and mythological figures

and themes. In my poems, all of these things fit together, and I am analyzing the relationships

between the influences that have dominated the pathways my poems have taken, including

exploring ecocriticism, the work of distinguished poets, and close readings of my own poems.

Ecocritics Lynn Keller and Timothy Morton, along with the Romantic poet William Wordsworth,

offer together a framework that can be used to navigate ecopoetry and its large but personal

areas. For many poets the best way to explain emotion is through nature; and the best way to

explain nature is through emotion. Poetry is a strong vehicle for combining those two

approaches. With the background of the personal and impersonal, the vast and the small, the

natural and the artificial, seemingly opposite ends of the spectrum meet together in ecopoetry,

which is something I am accessing in my own poetry.

I have read several books of poems that fall into the realm of ecopoetry and unique poetic

voice, namely Nature Poem by Tommy Pico, Sea Change by Jorie Graham, feeld by Jos Charles,

The Trees The Trees by Heather Christle, Poemland by Chelsey Minnis, and Styrofoam by

Evelyn Reilly. Pico and Charles have a queer background to their nature-themed poems, which
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makes them all the more relevant to my project. Graham, Christle, and Reilly are poets with

unique voices that are writing into the space of the Anthropocene, not necessarily from a queer

perspective but from a deeply personal perspective. Minnis’s poetry draws on distinctly personal

experiences to create a space of jarring images with more modern and urban imagery, which

makes for an interesting comparison to the other work I have read and to my own work.

For my poetry, nature has always been a vehicle to express emotion and desire. When I

first began to write poetry in high school, I began with imagery of vast objects like the ocean and

celestial bodies in outer space. Vastnesses like these seemed to be the only places I could give

myself for the depth of feelings I was just beginning to tap into, in terms of my mental and social

development, and the discovery of the fluidness of my identity as a queer person. It was all very

overwhelming, and it felt almost too much to go into detail about the reality of my situation and

the impressions of the world around me. It was easier to sink into spaces that are far away and

distant, and unknown, like how I felt about myself at the time. When I first came into my poetic

voice, I was also drawn to love poems, as many poets are. My love poems had the desired

subject as a clearly defined person, often of fictional making to stand in the place of a real

person, as there were feelings I did not yet know how to realize in my own life. I shied away

from my desire, especially desires for other women, and for my own gender fluidity; I had a

great fear too of reckoning with my queerness while still being attracted to men, and seeing

myself as not quite a woman. I was not yet ready to explore the complications and nuances of

myself, and my world. The language I used was more plain and direct, but the subject matters

were held at arm’s length.

Since then, my use of nature in my poetry has evolved into something else. I began to

focus on visceral nature imagery, like dewdrops on leaves, and petals crushed underfoot. I made
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detailed observations of my direct surroundings. The language I used had to change to

accommodate much smaller pieces of a larger picture, and very specific moments and

impressions that were unique to me, and yet still part of something greater. I began to shape

language around details, as a way to capture my specific emotions or observations. At times

smaller images would be contrasted with larger, more abstract “natural” concepts as

characterized by Timothy Morton’s hyperobjects, which will be explored later in detail. I would

say that I was writing about hyperobjects vaguely when I first started writing poetry, without

knowing what they were or comparing them to smaller points. Hyperobjects and awareness of

the Anthropocene became present in my work when including larger concepts of climate change,

environmental damage, changes in water chemistry, and species loss, and those are just the

concepts tied to ecology and environmental science. I experimented with the poetic concept of

‘dailiness’, or journalistic poetry that makes the everyday more profound. Writing every day, I

began to form my own style as a deeply personal catalog, using language I would often use just

to talk to myself. This imagery and background for my poems came to the forefront and became

a wealth of material for me to tap into. Even still, any encounter with the external world provides

some inciting moments for me to work with. As an introverted person, being outside and in

nature alone provides an opportunity for reflecting and a space to process difficult emotions, to

live in them, and to heal.

Romantic Nature Poetry, Ecopoetry, & The Anthropocene
The occurrence of nature imagery and themes are deeply tied to poetic voice and themes

of desire. They have been for a long time, especially in traditionally Romantic poetry. Nature is a

common subject for a poet to inhabit, muse on, draw inspiration from, create images from, use as

metaphor, and explore their relationship with. The context of the drawing point of nature is
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important to observe before delving into the highly modern world of ecopoetry. The influence of

the Romantic era is still very present in nature poetry today, and nearly impossible to pull away

from even in the distanced writing of ecopoetry. As William Wordsworth writes in his Preface to

Lyrical Ballads Second Edition, 1802:

… there is still left open to me what confessedly constitutes the most valuable object of
all writing whether in prose or verse, the great and universal passions of men, the most general
and interesting of their occupations, and the entire world of nature, from which I am at liberty to
supply myself with endless combinations of forms and imagery…

(Wordsworth 13)

As Wordsworth describes, the natural world is a never-ending source of imagery,

inspiration, and emotion for poetry, as humans have been and always will be a part of the natural

world. Humanity’s origins in nature will always exist even when the modern world and driving

forces of society create a distance in that connection, which is one of the strongest driving forces

for the existence of ecopoetry.

Nature poetry draws on these ‘universal passions of men’, as Wordsworth describes, and

desire feels natural, and is intrinsic to writing about nature. The passions and pleasures that

Wordsworth describes in this introduction come through naturally when writing poetry about or

including nature, and give those passions and pleasures space to exist freely, to unfold, and allow

the poet to understand the origins of their desires. No answers will necessarily be found, but

understanding of emotion, particularly on a very personal level, occurs through nature imagery.

These passions and pleasures can be described as the enjoyment of nature, the desire for another

human, and the desire to understand one’s place in the world, all things that come together in the

natural world. If one seeks to access these things in writing about nature, it can be available to

them. The connection between humanity and nature contains a lot of desire, yearning and love,

which are only amplified when including human to human desires. This is what I personally
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gather from what Wordsworth describes, and what I think it means in a Romantic sense. The

positive feelings that a person feels when connecting with nature are complicated by the

Anthropocene, when a person is more aware of humanity’s impact on nature as many are in the

modern world, and this information moves more easily between science and art.

Wordsworth’s description of the ‘universal passions of men’ also brings to mind the

constructs of heterosexuality and binary gender, which have for a long time been considered

humanity’s purest natural forms. It is important to discuss Wordsworth on his own terms, while

also allowing space to talk about what this perspective means in modern writing. It was once that

nature was a very masculine presence, just as the world of poetry and writing once was overly

male-centric. Writing about desire for another person outside of the “norms” of a male writer

desiring a woman, or even in the space of heterosexuality and binary gender, instantly

complicates that desire. This perspective is important to consider when discussing my work and

the work of queer poets, or poets exploring multiplicities and complexities in their identities. The

“norms” described here are dismantled in the world of nature, as they are entirely of human

creation, and are unraveled clearly in the work of ecocritics like Timothy Morton, which will be

explored later on. I gather that Wordsworth is expressing here not only a male subject’s

connection with nature, but a general human pull to nature as a source of inspiration.

The topic of ecopoetry, a very specific poetic genre, is especially relevant in the current

time, or the “self-conscious Anthropocene”, as defined by Lynn Keller in her book Recomposing

Ecopoetics: North American Poetry of the Self-Conscious Anthropocene. Ecopoetry does not

fully encapsulate everything my poetry is covering, but is an essential part of what I am doing in

my work, and has allowed me to follow new avenues for what my work could be addressing in

the big-picture. Keller defines the “self-conscious Anthropocene” as a term separate from the
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name of the geological era of human dominion on Earth; she describes it as the phenomenon of

“a consequential set of human-induced planetary changes that demand human attention, and,

most would say, concerted response” (Keller 3). The ‘response’ Keller describes is one of

societal and structural change, a compromise between humanity and nature, something that has

not yet been discovered fully.

Ecopoetry arises as humans reckon with this new relationship with nature and the

dilemma of the negative change associated with it. This poetry is embedded deeply in concern

for the environment, and reflection on the imprint of humanity on the natural world. Poetry can

approach these issues from an intimate and emotional angle, which is essential to bridge the gap

between scientists to whom this information is obvious, and readers of the general public to

whom there might seem to be a wall of impersonal fact. Poetry can at times explore what science

cannot fully explain, and can enhance it. To return to Wordsworth, the connection between the

scientist and the poet can be highlighted. Wordsworth writes:

He [the Poet] considers man and nature as essentially adapted to each other, and the mind
of man as naturally the mirror of the fairest and most interesting qualities of nature. And thus the
Poet, prompted by this feeling of pleasure which accompanies him through the whole course of
his studies, converses with general nature with affections akin to those, which, through labour
and length of time, the Man of Science has raised up in himself, by conversing with those
particular parts of nature which are the objects of his studies…

(Wordsworth 11)

Wordsworth continues to bring an important perspective to this analysis, speaking about

how there is an easy connection between the poet and the natural world. This returns to the

previous point of the ‘universal passions of men’ existing openly in nature. A person, no matter

their occupation, can connect with nature, and this is because a person can see themselves, their

feelings and their desires specifically displayed in the natural world. When thinking about my

work and how I approach images of nature, it is often because it is the only place where I can see
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my emotions viscerally reflected back to me. Wordsworth describes a very whimsical and

beautiful process of finding identity in nature. The fact that a person can find solace and

recognition in nature does remain true even in the bleaker times of the Anthropocene, but in a

much more complex terrain of damage, loss and apocalypse.

Wordsworth also explains well that there is a pleasure in writing about nature, especially

when one studies it and can convey those importances to others in lyrical form. Wordsworth

brings the romantic and compelling draws of nature poetry to light in the context of the darker

and more realistic views that ecopoetry takes. Ecopoetic writing essentially stems from this

original view of a deep connection between humanity and the untarnished natural world. Poetry

in the Anthropocene, although often addressing troubling images and topics, still finds beauty in

the reality of our world, where the natural and artificial have become inseparable. Something that

is compelling about ecopoetry is the way it highlights things that can still be appreciated about

nature, amidst all the gloom inflicted by humanity.

Keller discusses the essential background of Romantic nature poetry, from poets such as

Wordsworth. My work is very embedded in the world of Romantic poetry, with an edge to it that

comes from the Anthropocene, and contemporary influence, and so Wordsworth and Keller must

be considered equally in this project. Keller specifies that her focus is on contemporary

realizations of the natural world, but recognizes the undeniable connection of nature writing to

the Romantic era. Nature is often romanticized, especially nature untouched by humans, which is

part of the complication in modern nature poetry. In reality, there is near to no nature on the

planet that has not been in some way affected by human activity. Keller writes that this

acknowledgement of the lack of ‘untouched’ nature is essential to the idea of the self-conscious

Anthropocene, “Anthropocene self-consciousness recognizes the pervasive impact of humankind
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on the entire planet and challenges notions of any place being pristine or untouched by people

[...] we live in ‘human systems with natural ecosystems embedded within them’” (Keller 13-14).

Keller brings up the landscape of fractured nature, interrupted by human development. This

landscape is reflected in ecopoetry, through form and language. Keller also explains the reason

why poetry draws itself to nature, particularly after the Romantic era, and that it has to do with a

human yearning for the connection with nature that once existed:

Environmental critics writing in the late decades of the twentieth century responded to
what was perceived as the continually increasing separation of industrialized humanity from
nature much as the Romantic poets did nearly two centuries earlier: by lamenting that split and
by treating poetry as a means of transcending it.

(Keller 10)

The longing for humanity’s connection to and escape into the natural world, or

humanity’s dreams of a time when there was no need to escape, like the pleasure that

Wordsworth describes, is a powerful motivator when writing about nature. Keller goes on to say

that while this context is important and still rises up in contemporary ecopoetry, the most

contemporary ecopoetic writers are writing into the space of the inescapable truth of our world,

and that their work “resists being approached as an escape from the problems of a warming,

toxified world” (Keller 11). Although some of these poets may still be using nature as a reprieve

from urban life, and poetry as a way to express that safe space, the stark contrast is a glaring part

of the work, and to completely avoid any reference to humanity’s effect on the subject is to miss

the essential “self-conscious” element of the Anthropocene.

Keller touches on the importance of the ability of literature to encapsulate the horrors and

beauties of the reality of our current world, and why poets concern themselves with creating and

documenting new poetic methods for describing environmental change. She describes the

inherent interdisciplinary approach to ecopoetry. Keller writes:
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Science and technology cannot address the environmental challenges of our era alone;
effective responses will require action by citizens or governments [...] and many others,
including the artists and writers who prompt the human heart and imagination and the critics who
illuminate their work.

(Keller 8)

Keller’s statement illustrates the importance of writing into this space of the

self-conscious Anthropocene, as writing ecopoetry offers a personal view into how the changed

world affects the human condition, especially because of how modern ecopoets are innovating

poetry so that it may encapsulate the new challenges of our world, joining together the romantic

love of nature and its revelations, as well as the difficulty of humanity’s imprint on it. Keller

describes the effect of the self-conscious Anthropocene on literature as new modes of articulation

that “push the bounds of literary convention as the poets seek forms and language adequate to

respond to the complex and varied environmental issues of our time” (Keller 3). Ecopoetry

creates an entirely new language for viewing poetic expression and nature, and new and

innovative forms on the cutting edge of how language can define such a changing world. The

newness of this language and the difficulty humans face in the world we have created can be tied

to the complications of desire, the catastrophe, the romance, and the pain.

This background is very present in my work, as I draw on these intrinsic feelings along

with my own emotional turbulence, and seek to create new forms to encapsulate those feelings.

As I wrote into this voice of ‘dailiness’, I began to observe the urban environment I live in and

how pockets of the natural world affect my inner emotional world, and their fractured nature. I

also began to equate the destruction and impact of human development on my natural

surroundings to inner emotional turmoils resulting from everyday anxieties and turbulent

interpersonal relationships and repressed desires. The guilt of negative human impact on
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landscapes is a powerful drawing point, and is a common undercurrent throughout my work, at

times rising to the surface.

In Jorie Graham’s Sea Change, Graham writes deeply emotional, quiet, and observant

poems about the natural world, and the impact the Anthropocene has had on those landscapes.

Her work is inspiring to me, in the sense that she effortlessly ties her emotional world to the

nature around her, so subtly that it is not even entirely noticeable. Keller acknowledges Graham

as one of the most recognizable ecopoets, using form and language to create an overwhelming

space of nature and its truth. Graham writes:

& yet, listen,
there was

rain, then the swift interval before evaporation & the stillness
of brimming, & the

wet rainbowing where oil from exhaust picks up light, sheds glow, then
echoes in the drains where
deep inside the
drops fall individually, plink,
& the places where birds

interject, & the coming-on of heat, & the girl looking sideways carrying the large
bouquet of blue hydrangeas, shaking the water off, &

the wondering if this is it, or are we in for another round, a glance up, a quick step
over the puddle
carrying speedy clouds,

birdcall now confident again, heat drying, suddenly no evidence of its having been wet--
but no, you

didn’t even notice it-- it rained.
(Graham 24)

In this poem, Graham is describing a rainy day, perhaps memories of many rainy days.

Her approach, as with many poems in this book, begins with a description of the day, the

weather, a detail about the natural world. It then becomes a blend of natural processes or images

like evaporation and rain on flowers, and urban details like oil stains and gutters, which coexist

beautifully. She then goes further into the initial image, creating a whole scene or landscape from
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that starting point. Each poem begins like a journal entry, building upon seemingly mundane

details until she creates a space of tension and gripping emotional texture, without even

describing her own life. Her stilted lines, indentation, run-on sentences, dashes, and ampersands

create the sense that she is describing something important and urgent, and the reader hangs on

every sentence. It seems as if the poems could go on and on, with the meditative space they have

broached into, as the details about the natural world seem to never cease. Graham’s pointed use

of “you” in her poems makes the reader feel as though they are there with her, as she describes

everything richly to them, and why they must pay attention to these things. The urgency seems to

come from the fact that this specific image only exists for a moment and must be told before it

disappears, or that it, like the “pure” natural world, is already disappearing.

Graham is very successfully writing into the meeting point of nature and humanity,

recognizing the overwhelming beauty of nature, and the natural human desire to be in it and part

of it. The fact that she is describing these scenes to the reader with very little of her own life

beyond her very vivid and personal observations isolates her poems to exist completely in the

realm of ecopoetry. All of Graham’s personal feelings are diverted into nature, and are intangibly

a part of that scenery in the poems, unnamed. I find much inspiration in the observational

approach that Graham takes, in which her poetic voice and expressions of yearning are

completely dominated by nature. In my work, I often draw on this similar urgency, desire to

show the reader the beauty and tragedy I am witnessing in nature, but in a much more obviously

personal way. In my poem “what about after spring”, I am drawing influence from Graham and

the way she notices one thing about nature and uses that as a jumping-off point.

two swans
floated/ are floating     along the dark

water careful
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of sharp ice like
shadows at first fearful
and then warm ,

how do we learn how
to care for these things

to want
them, the deep, the fabrics, it is
not something we can

not something i can
you have to

go there
(without me

In the third section of this poem, I began with the image of swans on a lake that I noticed

in its beauty, and wrote down. From there it became a place where I started to unravel its

preciousness as a moment in nature, and had to express in the poem that it needed to be seen by

the reader. I began to, with urgency and frustration, express in the poem how such a moment

shifts my internal emotional world, pulling at my love for nature and my desire for other humans.

Earlier in the same poem, in another section, I begin with a natural image that I must stack higher

with more images, to try and capture the emotions that it gives me.

a forgetting that
we do not know

?the humming
birds wings beating

against the
cold air, brisk, lightning,sweet

chilly nectar which i
made from

my     blood did we
overdose
them?drive them mad? the bears
hide     in glistening

in damp fallen
trees/overgrown, flowering, raw
they are not after me /

we never use forest
language anymore
the sand in my hair is
ancient,bright,forever ago
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The voice in this poem is frantic, eager to pour out all of the images and associations that

come from the memory of filling a hummingbird feeder. My personal feelings towards other

people are not necessarily what is driving this poem directly, although my personal feelings for

others are often where the poems lead me back to. Like Graham, I am driven by emotions

associated directly with nature and its imagery. This is just one part of my poetic drive, where

admiring something Graham has done in her work, I find it as a place to explore nature imagery

that fascinates and provokes me and my emotions. In this poem, the desire is entirely aimed at

nature and my place in it, and the undercurrent of other desires is an addition to the emotional

texture I am creating.

Keller describes the fractured forms and uses of language in ecopoetry as arresting and

grounding rather than escapist and pure. The fractured nature of landscapes interrupted and

dominated by human influence inspires fractured or fragmented forms. The effect of

acknowledging the pervasiveness of human development on the environment creates a common

landscape of despair in some poets’ work, a specific type of despair that requires rethinking

traditional forms to suit the times. There is an element of longing for a pristine natural

environment, and knowing it does not exist. As described when talking about Graham’s work,

the desire for nature is separate and unique from desire for another human, or human situations,

although those feelings often drive the poems, and take a backseat momentarily, at least for me in

some cases. For me, this longing can easily be tied into other kinds of desire, such as for another

person. The desire is then complicated by the background of human guilt and the backdrop of

doom and apocalypse. Poetry can combine these two concepts to create personalized work of the

emotional atmosphere in the self-conscious Anthropocene.
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Another poet recognized by Keller as exceptionally manipulating form and space on the

page to express the human relationship to the destruction of the environment is Evelyn Reilly. In

her book Styrofoam, Reilly splices together lifted scientific text, definitions, and her own

observations to show the reality of the impact of the Anthropocene. She uses images, erratic

punctuation and spacing, and interrupted language to innovate the way she is displaying concern

for the environment. Reilly writes:

Now for the past three months such a clattering and fragility in my head, the sounds of
rushing rivers surrounded by little birds.

(discalced de-castled devotees.of

“the real world, I mean the real real world”

in.w/a rose.arose lichen with lovely.metallic.names

& plastic.plasticy

in magnificent .   unscrupulous   . quantities
(Reilly 28)

Reilly creates collages of information and sentiment, removed from her personal

experience except for small bits of commentary like in the beginning of this section of the poem.

The language is jagged, but sentences can be traced through the pieces. The use of clinical

language contrasted with emotional description and an almost darkly humorous attitude captures

her view of the Anthropocene, where the artificial often overtakes the natural, and both are

mixed together to the point of being something new. Like Graham, Reilly writes poems that

seem they could continue building on themselves infinitely, attempting to describe the magnitude

of harm and damage as well as small beauties that still exist. I take inspiration from Reilly’s use
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of space and punctuation, as well as language that is pasted together to create a constellation of

ideas and feelings. In my poem “inorganic”, I am talking about desire through nature rather than

desire only for nature and describing its new existence, but I am doing something similar to

Reilly by including scientific information to shed light on the situation, and create a new and

original understanding of the relationship involved.

weeks of waiting the sky opens
up its arms throws back in the electric
blue with a swill with a sigh
bright rain had collected in the veins of the
leaves they still cup it in their hands one silver
drop trembles on their fingertips ,i
am holding on like that

new sunshine she’s there every day composed
cornflower jeans sherpa lined boot season
the warm to the cold chestnut cinnamon
big spill clear and tinted like the green glass i bbbroke
and one reddening maple battered gossamer beneath shoes (ur

aaanyway i ; think i just want to be a lumberjack “
carbon is only slightly more electronegative than hydrogen, and in organic chemistry
creates a nonpolar bond. it is just shy of polar, which is the stronger of the two types of
covalent bonds.
”

When reading Reilly I think of poems of mine like this, where I am listing associations to

give insight into the desire I am talking about, and putting together seemingly different ideas to

frame a very specific situation. The biggest difference in my work is that I am often not

separating my own desires from the longings for nature, or the descriptions of nature embedded

with artificial imagery. This poem is particularly interested in the artificial as it pertains to a

particular interpersonal relationship, instead of commenting solely on the artificial existing in

places it shouldn’t. The complexity of awareness of the artificial existence in nature is pertinent

to the poem in the way that it is intrinsic to the overall situational background of the nature I am
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describing. As someone who is studying environmental science alongside poetry and literature, I

am lended scientific knowledge as concepts to integrate into my poems, much like Reilly’s own

research or studies find their way to the forefront of her poems.

I would say that Graham and Reilly are more overtly accessing the “awareness” of the

self-conscious Anthropocene in their work, as that it is more of a primary focus, which makes

their work more in the vein of “true” ecopoetry. I would also say that the poet Tommy Pico is

also addressing the awareness, but in a much more personal way, which complicates the lens of

ecopoetry further. My work follows more of a subtle angle and does not concern itself entirely

with the goals of ecopoetry; it is more like the imprints of the Anthropocene and their

overarching effects show up in my poems and can be traced back to that point.

Another writer in ecocriticism writing on the newest edge of the Anthropocene that

Keller mentions in her book is Timothy Morton, who focuses on philosophical thought and

ecological studies. Keller writes about Morton, comparing his modern perspective to

Wordsworth’s approach:

Morton’s ecological thought involves encountering much more than Wordsworth’s
beautiful and permanent forms of nature [...] it requires contemplating human interconnection
even with beings that are not strictly natural, including cyborgs or forms of artificial intelligence,
and thinking about such unsettling topics as where our toilet waste goes and how we regularly
drink recycled wastewater.

(Keller 14)

Keller asserts that Morton approaches the Anthropocene as she does, with a method of

acknowledging the more unpleasant human-made infrastructures and processes that keep our

world functioning, what they do to the natural world, and how the definition of humanity is

evolving beyond the most “natural” forms we are used to.
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In his book Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World, Morton

explains the concept of ‘hyperobjects’, a philosophical idea of the natural world and the

manmade landscape of the environment. He defines hyperobjects as “things that are massively

distributed in time and space relative to humans” (Morton 1). He describes hyperobjects as ideas

or objects, created by humans or nature, that are large and at times intangible, fluid and

permeating into anything they encounter, at times not existing in the physical world, at times

collections of other objects. Hyperobjects are an important part of the Anthropocene and modern

ecocriticism, because as Morton says, “The end of the world has already occurred [...]

hyperobjects are what have brought about the end of the world” (Morton 7-8), and “The end of

the world is correlated with the Anthropocene, its global warming and subsequent drastic climate

change, whose precise scope remains uncertain while its reality is verified beyond question”

(Morton 8). The main elements of the Anthropocene can be defined as hyperobjects; phenomena

that are vast and difficult to understand and affect the entire world as we know it, and even as we

don’t know it. The framework of hyperobjects helps to grasp at the wideness of the natural world

and all its nuances, especially when human impact is taken into account.

In Heather Christle’s book The Trees The Trees, Christle almost directly addresses this

definition of hyperobjects, whether intentionally or unintentionally. In Christle’s work,

hyperobjects of nature seem to loom in the background; Christle’s poetic voice seems to come

from grappling with larger concepts of nature and trying to understand them and how they

pertain to her emotions, which is a good example of the phenomenon Morton describes when

defining hyperobjects and the system they create. Christle writes:

I walk around everything bounces
off the world and sticks to me and it is called a
system
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(Christle 32)

This quote reminds me of Morton’s description of hyperobjects ‘sticking’ to everything

they encounter. Christle seems to be addressing something similar here, and through that lends

insight into her daily life, her emotional world, and her process for gaining impressions of

natural images. She seems to be acknowledging the meeting of her daily life with details and

emotions that naturally cross her path, the vulnerability of ideas permeating her world. I can

relate to this sentiment, as I feel this is often how I come up with ideas for my poems, and how

they form into lyrical spaces on the page.

Morton describes the aesthetic implications of hyperobjects, and how they affect general

understanding and the creation of art in their context, “The overall aesthetic “feel” of the time of

hyperobjects is a sense of asymmetry between the infinite powers of cognition and the infinite

being of things” (Morton 22). Where humans try to understand the infinite, there is space for the

creation of interesting new content, which is something many poets are grappling with in their

ecopoetic rhetoric. The meeting of scientific understanding and ways to explain that

understanding as the emotional beings that humans are, as previously viewed through

Wordsworth’s characterization of the scientist and the poet, shift Morton to make fascinating

conclusions about the intangible world and the unraveling of forms in art, particularly

impressionism. Ecopoetry, is, at times, like a poetic impressionism, shaped by small, unclear

details that come together in a beautiful and widely interpretable work. Morton explains,

“Extreme forms of realism in narrative began to set streams of consciousness free from the

people who were having them, and the hand-holding benevolent narrator vanished” (Morton 10).

The art, or poetry, that is created moves beyond the creator’s clear explanation, but requires the

creator’s personal experience of hyperobjects to exist. He compares the discovery of the theory
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of relativity to Monet’s painting of water lilies, and how “Expressionism abolished the

comforting aesthetic distances of Romanticism, causing disturbing, ugly beings to crowd towards

the viewer” (Morton 11). Morton seems to be scraping at the surface of the drifting away of

aesthetics from perfection and distance from the subject, to the more messy, real images of the

environment.

Hyperobjects are also important to understand for ecopoetry, because of their importance

of the individual being an entity that creates and enhances a hyperobject. Morton also points out

that hyperobjects, because of their permeating and all-encompassing nature, can be traced in the

individual’s views of the world, particularly the natural world in the Anthropocene. Morton

writes:

No longer are my intimate impressions “personal” in the sense that they are “merely
mine” or “subjective only”: they are footprints of hyperobjects, distorted as they always must be
by the entity in which they make their mark— that is, me. I become (and so do you) a litmus test
of the time of hyperobjects.

(Morton 5)

This perspective highlights a process I notice in my own work often; the pieces of

something much larger coming through in smaller details, even as they seem personal to me,

there is a part of the ‘impressions’ that goes beyond my own observations. Morton also makes

important points about anthropomorphizing impressions of the natural world, and how they are a

part of something greater that cannot be seen or touched, but is experienced physically all the

same. He writes, “Consider raindrops: you can feel them on your head— but you can’t perceive

the actual raindrop in itself. You only ever perceive your particular, anthropomorphic translation

of the raindrops” (Morton 12). The complications of thinking of how the raindrops are not really

what they are as experienced by a human, puts a greater perspective on an individual’s place in

the system of hyperobjects. Morton also writes, “The refrigerator itself, let alone the light inside
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it, only exists when I am there to open the door” and “When I turn the key in the ignition of my

car, I am relating to global warming. When a novelist writes about emigration to Mars, he is

relating to global warming” (Morton 14-20). The individual encounters hyperobjects on a very

personal level, to the point of implying that there is a problem of the object perhaps not existing

unless it is being perceived. In everyday life, humans interact with hyperobjects and their

implications, and have had major parts in creating the most troubling of them.

Understanding hyperobjects lends helpful insight into understanding the way nature

appears in my poems. I am making subjective observations, which are a part of a larger system of

the environment and human impact. Although my poems are not often self-aware of this, from a

distance I can observe the aesthetic inclination that Morton describes here. In my poem “the boy

at my tree”, I am again primarily concerned with desire, but reading the ecocriticism of Keller

and Morton had brought to my attention how the artificial can lend a special insight to the

emotional situation I am describing. Unlike my poem “inorganic”, which was written before

reading most ecopoetry and ecocriticism, in this poem I am attempting to be more aware of the

world around me, and was able to access a whole new realm of metaphor that could describe my

feelings.

i
am soaked to the bones in/ you/ this
little sapling, the     phthalates in my blood
i'm afraid of     plastic,     no ant    s on my
hands p    lease, i am in a     pale
pallid place

a  moth
that has been crushed     powdery like
snow,     once lovely, insolence, double-
edged        ruined picnic
pulverized but quie tly i want
to be called out in the dark, asked for, but
i am becoming fused, bent with the trunk
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,and i would not go

Describing the fear of plastic and human-made toxic chemical compounds like phthalates

is a subjective statement especially in the context of this poem, which is motivated by unrequited

desire, mental illness and physical discomfort, as well as a complicated mix of solace and

frustration in nature. The subjectiveness of me describing my fears traces back directly to the

impacts of hyperobjects of massive amounts of artificial human waste and chemical pollution,

which are larger ideas and permeating into the environment and into my psyche. I was taking a

class called Current Problems in Environmental Chemistry at the time of writing this poem, and

learned about the effects of chemicals like phthalates on ecosystems as well as their primary uses

in the human world. This allowed hyperobjects to more clearly enter my work. In another poem,

called “three apocalypses”, I more clearly address concern for the environment as a result of

knowing more about the scientific background of the hyperobject of ocean chemistry, and it

comes up in my poems as a result.

fused together
like a bivalve

a reflection )(
in the acidifying
sea

trials to
raise the pH

so hard when we
are away ,my seraphim

our third
piece
we bend back

the bloody hands
of time

In this part of the poem I am likening ocean acidification to a dynamic between me and

two of my friends, one of whom is my brother. By using this image and concept, I am attempting
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to describe the climate of my friendships. This poem is motivated still by pain and concern, more

clearly for the environment as a device for describing emotional turbulence. The ‘footprints’ of

the hyperobject are traceable in the poem and fit my poetry somewhat into the realm of

ecopoetry. The two previous poems were examples of specific hyperobjects coming up in my

poems; however I have another poem called “ariadne” where the concept of hyperobjects itself

comes up as its own idea with a gravitational pull.

a hint of a smile
on white lips

cold to the t touch by
the window what if she
broke? what if i
broke

into hundreds of stars ,
a blooming hyperobject

although i hardly
know her object

In this poem, the concept of hyperobjects was so fascinating to me that I used the term

itself to describe trying to understand the mind of someone I desire, through jealousy. This poem

is complicated because it is rooted in mythology and directly stems from observation of a

physical object, and wondering at the meaning of all of these pieces coming together in a way

that was meaningful to me. Although the hyperobject here is not referring to nature, the concept

is applied to the overwhelming emotional starting point of the desire that spurred on the poem.

From here, I will move on to talk about how desire, particularly queer desire, drives my poems to

concern themselves with nature, as desire has always been an essential force that creates my

poems.

As I move through natural landscapes in my poems, shaped by desire and myth and by

use of the page, I recognize how the romantic parts of nature are essential to my work. Nature
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that has been manipulated by humanity is still nature, and recognizing it is something I often do

to bring a more realistic approach to my poems. My ecopoetic lens often criticizes the artificial

traces in the nature around me, and how that reminds me of people and a disruption to my peace.

However, the contrast between the purity of nature and the manipulated part of nature makes the

perseverance of the natural environment all the more sweet, vital and important.

My Poetic Style
My poetic style uses a variety of contemporary devices, such as lack of punctuation and

capitalization, erratic usage of symbols, indentations, and spacing in lines. The rhythm created

by the interruptions creates a unique sense of absorption and anti-absorption, as described by

Charles Berenstein in his essay Artifice of Absorption from his book A Poetics. The logic that

Berenstein outlines describes how a poem absorbs content, and absorbs the reader in its content,

or does not do this. Berenstein writes:

A poetic reading can be given to any piece of writing; a “poem” may be understood as
writing specifically designed to absorb, or inflate with, proactive—rather than
reactive—styles of reading. “Artifice” is a measure of a poem’s intractability to being
read as the sum of its devices & subject matters. In this sense, “artifice” is the
contradiction of “realism”, with its insistence on presenting an unmediated (immediate)
experience of facts, either of the “external” world of nature or the “internal” world of the
mind; for example, naturalistic representation or phenomenological consciousness
mapping.
(Berenstein 9)

Berenstein is describing the difference between a poet’s internal world and the external

world. My poems are very concerned with the internal world, which means that the language

used is highly personal and relating to how I would speak to myself. At times, I am pulling away

from that internal language to write to an audience, as described by Eliot as a type of poetic

voice. The way in which my poems absorb content from the external world can keep a reader at a

distance or bring them into the world I am describing. My use of interruptions and fragments
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shows how I let the poems absorb content, and then how I absorb the reader and at times, keep

them from the internal part of my poems.

I am interrupting my own thoughts and images to show anxiety, to have asides to my

thoughts, and to stop myself when I am being too blatant about desire. I use commas and slashes

as marking points for poetic rhythm, where the reader may take pauses or breaths in the

otherwise punctuation-lacking text, and where I am taking a moment to breathe. The spacing of

the poems is a form of variable foot, also providing rhythm and separating thoughts, or

intentionally grouping some pieces together and separating others. Many poems are written as a

flood of associations from notes taken during daily life, and this format best suits the journalistic

and intimate observations of dailiness.

The lack of punctuation and capitalization works to make the lines of the poem read as

my internal voice, an inner monologue or constellation of fragments, as expressed visually by

indentations. This also helps when I use lifted text from things I observe or hear in my everyday

life, such as signs, advertisements, overheard conversations, song lyrics, a recurring thought, or a

conversation I heard or participated in. The lack of capitalization also serves to humble my

voice, and make it feel genuine, and quiet, as my inner voice is when it is at its best. The use of

commas, ampersands, unclosed parentheses, and backslashes are used for aesthetic purposes, and

to aid the images I describe by providing a small visual indication. I think primarily of my use of

asterisks when I am writing about stars, or shining, or something akin to those sentiments.

My poetic style is fragmented, driven by impressions of my environment, whether natural

or artificial. The true nature of what I want to talk about comes through as I shape these

associations. When I first began to experiment with punctuation, it was used sparingly, and this

can be noticed in some poems I reference here that are from earlier in my poetic development.
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As I experimented with different types of punctuation, I began to form a distinct style that is

consistent in many of my poems, which comes about naturally as a way to accent the lyric.

Influences of Other Poets
The books of poetry that I have read have at times have similar subject matters, forms,

and styles to what I am doing in my poems. The world that my poetry exists in is important to

understand, as I gather many influences from contemporary poets, especially in ecopoetry.

Tommy Pico’s Nature Poem is centered around the complexity of nature in Pico’s identity as a

gay Native American man living in the city. Pico’s motivation for writing the book is to

deconstruct the myth of Native American connection to nature in his life, and is very personal to

his experiences, especially when framing nature as a subject he approaches as a romantic

interest. Pico explains the lived experience of his outward identity in being queer and a Native

American person of color, and the complications he has internally that are very specific to him.

Pico often discusses his desire for men and the relationships he finds himself in. In my poems, I

explore my identity as a queer person in the space of nature with a subject of desire, and often

use nature as a placeholder for that desire. I do not have the additional relationship that Pico has

with nature, as he is Native American, and I do not know what that is like, or what it is like to be

a gay man. Pico seems to approach nature as a subject from his background, while also from

simply being a human. The way Pico explores his deeply personal and faceted identity in his

work is inspiring for me to do the same in my work with my own individuality.

Pico’s book Nature Poem is one long poem, so it can be difficult to pick out moments that

are separate from others, as everything runs together in the book and further displays the way

Pico’s individuality is fluid. Pico writes:

Knowing the moon is inescapable tonight
and the tuft of yr chest against my shoulder blades--
This is a kind of nature I would write a poem about.
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(Pico 27)

In this quote Pico is describing intimacy with a man, and how that is poetry to him. Pico

rejects what a traditional nature poem would be for someone of his identity, and instead creates

another space, which he does throughout the book. His description of the moon being

inescapable feels emotionally charged and seperate from the nature people expect him to be

writing about, a kind of detail that is separate from his identity but complicated by it all the same.

He is able to find a different kind of personal connection with nature that is on his own terms. In

my work I feel I am creating intimacy through nature, shaping it to my emotions, feeling

protective of my own special connection with it, not wanting the projection of others on the

description that I create. It feels like Pico is expressing that in this part of the poem.

My primary device is personification, says Nature. Do your associations consider my
mercurial elements?

Nature is kind of over my head

the speech sweeps inland is overtaking

Nature keeps wanting to hang out, and I’ve been looking for an excuse
to use the phrase “hackles of the night” but you can’t always get what
you want.

Every date feels like the final date bc we always find small ways of being
extremely rude to each other, like mosquito bites or deforestation

like I think I’m in an abusive relationship w/nature
(Pico 22)

In this quote Pico is outlining a dialogue with this personification of nature, likening it to

a romantic dating situation, comparing that to his experiences with dating men as he does in the

rest of the book. There is an intimacy there, and irony, and humor, and the poetry allows for the

deeper emotions behind that expression to come through. In the line “the speech sweeps inland is
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overtaking”, which is dropped in among Pico’s conversational tone, there is something wistful

and longing, wanting and having a personal relationship with nature that isn’t defined by

expectation. In my work I am not always directly talking to nature, but I use its painful parts like

“mosquito bites and deforestation” as Pico does here to describe my emotions. It is also a force

in my work that is likened to a person, particularly a subject of desire. Pico’s voice in the poem is

upfront, loud, and certain, but at times slips beautifully into another space of vulnerability,

admitting how nature does in fact move him. The pain that is expressed in the images of nature

are visceral and parallel to the experiences of violence and marginalization to his people. The

vulnerability in Pico’s poems also come from his disclosure of his sexual and romantic life,

statements of personal injustice towards him from others, and the intimacy there in being

exposed to another person either by choice or not.

I’m telling YOU about ME

In order to prove OUR intelligence, OUR right to live, WE becomes I

a distinct note above the cacophony of the land and the animals and the scar tissue
running across the gauntlet of the sky

I have to pee so fucking bad

I tell my singing teacher.
(Pico 16)

In this quote, Pico directly addresses the issue of communicating his struggle and his

people’s struggle of marginalization and colonization. It is mixed in with more of his rich,

detailed imagery that is personal, beautiful, and stirring. Pico moves fluidly between speaking

directly to the topic, pieces of nature that move him or make him want to write about them,

against the things about him that make him not what to write about them. This is also mixed in

with his daily life, which he moves into with “I have to pee so fucking bad”. The movements are
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similar to my own work, although not quite as abrupt, where I frequently move between a

conversational or confessional tone, description of the world around me or the nature that sparks

metaphor in me for my emotion, and the journalistic entries of my life. The effect of this

integrates just how embedded this topic is in his work. Pico moves between moments of

earnestness in descriptions of nature, things about it that are dear and intimate to him, to

moments of criticizing the other ways he could be approaching the topic of nature.

In The Trees The Trees by Heather Christle, it is not as clear what the motivations are

behind the poems. In Pico’s Nature Poem, the voice is clearly identified as his, and he upfrontly

addresses the issues he wants to write into, with bits of vague lyric woven into the piece. From

what the reader can gather, Christle is writing about loneliness, isolation, becoming middle-aged,

and the pressure to have or the absence of a family, especially children. Nature is something that

Christle uses to convey those feelings, with a speaker whose voice seems vulnerable, slightly

humorous, somewhat dry, and struggling to communicate the right things. Often, the speaker is

projecting onto nature, dropping themselves into a nature-based persona, or even antagonizing

nature, like Pico does in his work. Despite this characterization of the speaker, the poems easily

stack associations on top of each other, fall into a rhythm, and gain momentum that way. The

reader feels like they are in a conversation with the speaker. This is something I am doing in my

poems often, as well.

I relate to Christle’s use of nature as a sounding board for complicated emotions and

feelings of loneliness, and not seeing nature as exactly a solace, but a complex thing in itself.

Christle’s relationship with nature in these poems is frustrated, but loving, trying to understand

through her own experiences, and much more willing to enter the appreciative and wounded

space than Pico’s work does. But when Pico’s work does take those turns, it is especially
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striking, rather than this overwhelming building that Christle does. Unlike Pico, Christle’s

identity is obscured by nature, and something about the speaker feels anonymous; as if they are

not able to fit into society, but not able to fit into nature, either, and the reason is not provided

like it is in Pico’s work. The speaker feels very liminal in this way. I was able to really connect

with Christle’s register here because I feel those same feelings. In my poems I am in a

conversation with nature, I am trying to find where I fit, and making my own space. Frustration

and tension are strong in my poems, so when I see this in Christle’s work, I understand where

that comes from.

here is the hand here is the hand on my face
it’s not my hand it’s a beautiful day again I
can hardly believe anything what about you who
are so frequently touching some part of the world
what is it you’re touching today when I touch the
trees the trees think man-child they are so
wrong [...]
(Christle 3)

Like in Pico’s work, it is difficult at times to pick apart Christle’s poems from each other

as they fall into a meditative space that is quieter and more reserved. Here, Christle is pondering

on a gentle, and innocent physical moment, seeming to wonder about her presence in the

physical world and that that means in the context of nature. There is an element of rediscovery

and exploration, timid but certain. She personifies nature perhaps to fill a space for conversation

with another person, which is something I too find myself doing in my work. Nature is a space

where Christle can speak to both herself and to the idea of another person.

I am alone I am a real bear with a head full of
hazard and light I live in nature live with no
friends and no equity who needs it

[...]
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all I want is the fish to glow at night when
everyone on earth is trying to reach me hello
yes hello [...]
(Christle 5)

In this poem, Christle puts herself in the role of a bear, a creature in nature. She seems to

describe it as a fantasy, without responsibility, a simpler life without the need for human emotion

and duty. Her use of “hello / yes hello” feels very earnest and desperate, reaching out for

communication into the natural world. It is like she wants to have communication with a specific

person or with people in general, but at the same time wishes to retreat from it. The introverted

sense I get from Christle’s work is something I can relate to in my own poems, where I am taking

on the role of a natural object, allowing it to possess a part of me in the poem, or cherishing the

space of nature for communication with other people that I lack.

talk to me I said okay said the tree and it
twinkled not like that I said I already know
that talk to me about something new you
monster it said that was a little better
[...]
(Christle 6)

In this poem, Christle is continuing the theme of communication, and personifying a tree,

an object from nature that she fixates on in the book, having a quiet conversation framed by a

desire to understand the tree’s existence. The idea of the tree calling her a monster is a reflection

of anxieties with communication, and ties into the idea of imagining judgement from nature

towards humans in the territory of the Anthropocene. In my poems I at times give nature a voice

to speak to me, and it is at times also an imagined anxiety expressed towards me, having to do

with my own social isolations or guilt about being in a natural setting that is so manipulated by

humanity.
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I love your
body I have to weep every day I don’t know
why it doesn’t help the flowers grow any faster
(Christle 7)

Christle’s poems do not often address subjects of desire the way Pico’s do, they are in a

subtle space of gently stressing how someone unnamed and undescribed is dear to her. This

desire is not always the center of her poems like it is in mine, or upfront the way it is in Pico’s

work. It is something that I do notice; the desire, hesitant, perhaps repressed, likened to the

natural process of seasons and plant growth, desire that is unnoticed by the subject and

internalized.

Queer Desire, Identity, & Nature
My poetry gravitates towards nature as a vessel to express repressed desires and explore

the self in a space that feels safe to do so. Although sexuality is not upfront in my poems, it is

imbued in the text through the use of nature imagery. There is a sensuality to all of the nature

described, and a romantic or flirtatious edge to it. The poems are often a form of postmodern

love poems, drawing on experimental language and form to express the seemingly inexpressible,

as poetry often does. I address female subjects of desire, and male subjects of desire, which

creates an undercurrent of bisexuality in the corpus of my poems. As someone who identifies as

gender non-conforming, it is surprising to see that there is a lack of addressing or referring to a

gender-neutral subject. This is perhaps having to do with myself being the gender-neutral

individual expressing a desire that is inherently queer and the fact that a subject of gender-neutral

performance has simply not come up in my life as a subject of desire. This is pure coincidence

but is important to note. Knowing this, my poems also often deal with a “you”; the poems are a

way of expressing desires to a subject indirectly, without having to define them by gender. This
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also plays into the idea of repression, hiding the person who is at the center of the poem, and

confessing within the poems, to nature and the natural world, things that cannot otherwise be

said.

My poems are frequently dealing with a considerable amount of anxiety, and concern

themselves with images of physical pain. In writing about nature, and seeing myself as part of

nature, I can use natural processes and their origins of pain, death, creation, violence, and beauty

to frame those anxieties, especially when they have to do with the complications and repressions

of desire. My poems allow me to have the catharsis of psychosomatic pains that I feel in my

body and allow me to be a part of nature and remove myself from the destructive thinking of my

anxieties and mental illnesses by expressing them forthrightly, and ‘handing them off’ to nature,

and understanding them as natural. The same is also true for repressed parts of my sexuality. As

a person who does not have much physical or sexual experience, poems are a safe space to

explore that in all its depth. My poems that deal with sensuality draw on the natural flirations of

nature and ecology, and the charged presence of desire that many natural images have.

In my poem “first contact”, I am writing directly into the space of physical sexuality and

an experience of it with a female subject. I am describing her and the space we inhabit together,

as well as the fleeting moment of allowing myself to unrepress my desires for physicality only

briefly. I use lifted bits of conversation between myself and the subject to display the situation

and our dynamic, and how it is new to me after so long of writing poems of desire that are distant

and unrequited.

twisted into
the october snow moonlight
dark veiled

by light
the strangeness is a mark
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on my neck: dark crescent ,bleeding
wants to see me again

(can i put my mouth here yes
i might
choke on this hands

eager /confused your soft chest
it all runs away

(it's nice it's nice it's nice

In this poem I am describing the pleasure of being with this person physically, and using

beautiful and pleasing nature imagery to describe the joy of it. However, I cannot escape from

my pain and history of repressing my desire and I acknowledge this in the poem. I also am

highlighting my anxieties and fears associated with this new situation and my unfamiliarity with

this type of dynamic.

In my poems, I primarily focus on myself as the speaker, in situations that I have really

experienced, situations I wish to experience or am imagining. In the poems, these things are all

tangled up at once, in a fractured collage of different realities. In quantum theory, multiple things

can be true at once. Something like this is happening in my poems, where the true reality is

unclear because the emotional texture is locked up in real situations, speculation, and hopes, and

they permeate into each other. At times I am also speaking through a dramatic voice or a

character to convey the previously mentioned emotionally inciting incidents. In T.S. Eliot’s essay

The Three Voice of Poetry from his book On Poetry and Poets, Eliot describes three distinct

approaches that a poet might take when developing their poetic voice in a given poem. Eliot

writes:

The first voice is the voice of the poet talking to himself-- or to nobody. The second is the
voice of the poet addressing an audience, whether large or small. The third is the voice of the
poet when he attempts to create a dramatic character speaking in verse; when he is saying, not
what he would say in his own person, but only what he can say within the limits of one
imaginary character addressing another imaginary character.

(Eliot 89)
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The voices described by Eliot appear each in turn in my poems. In my poems, I often

switch between these three voices in a traceable manner. In my poem “cruel september”, I have

adopted the narrative voice of describing a painful and unrequited relationship between two male

friends. The queer desire in this poem framed by visceral nature imagery reflects my own

situation of a relationship between two women, or myself as a nonbinary person with masculine

qualities having feelings for a male friend.

the crickets are rubbing their legs together and singing but the air is cold it’s deafening
there’s something in his head blocking out the sound something blew in with the wind
and caught in his throat

(i have been him)

please don’t make him wait because he will
why does he love the autumn even when it hurtswhy

he can’t remember why the sweet meadows fell apart

why the golden sun slipped behind the coppering leaves
the grapes by the parking lot smell like the things he never knew how to process

the love i carry but can never unload

In the poem I directly address the fact that I relate to this desirer, and the situation I

describe for him, as well as the attraction to this desired subject. By adopting this dramatic voice

and a narrative somewhat distant to my own, I shed light on my own queer desires from a new

angle, working in my own identity as a partially masculine identifying person. The details and

images of nature described are still very specific to me, which is why this poem still fits in with

the queer desire that flows through every poem written for this project.

Nature imagery is present in every poem I write about desire. Nature provides an

essential space for expressing queer desire. This is due to the infinite undefinability of natural
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processes and biology. Despite the binary way that humans often view nature and biology, the

more one looks at ecology and biology, the more complicated and undefined they become. My

identity feels the most comfortable in the various ways nature exists, because of the multiplicity

of my gender and sexuality. Nature struggles to be defined and, although many argue nature for

the rightness of heterosexuality and the gender binary, poets and scientists alike can garner an

understanding of just how fluid and interconnected the natural world is. Thus, the constructs of

gender performance and sexual expectation are unwound in nature, a concept that I often touch

on in my work.

In his essay Queer Ecology in the book PMLA, Timothy Morton describes this

undefinability of nature, and how queerness does fit naturally into nature when the expectations

of gender and sexuality are broken down, and the systems of nature are examined. Morton

writes:

As I've argued elsewhere, ideologies of Nature are founded on inside-outside structures
that resemble the boundaries heterosexism polices. All life-forms, along with the environments
they compose and inhabit, defy boundaries between inside and outside at every level. When we
examine the environment, it shimmers, and figures emerge in a "strange distortion." When the
environment becomes intimate--as in our age of ecological panic and scientifically measurable
risk--it is decisively no longer an environment, since it no longer just happens around us: that's
the difference between weather and climate.

(Morton 274)

Morton brings up the fact that nature in the Anthropocene especially creates an intimacy

with an individual’s identity. As with Morton’s description of hyperobjects, the environment in

the age of human impact is much more personal. This intimacy is highly present in my poems

when I am writing about my queerness and my queer desire in a natural setting. Morton’s

description lends insight into how my queer identity can naturally draw me to the undefiniability
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of nature in my poems, as the natural world permeates my subconscious and exists as a place

where my identity makes sense.

Nature feels like a place where I am natural, and I am a part of it intrinsically, and so I

can be my complicated natural self and write the hard and complicated truths of my feelings and

desires, as well as direct observations of the world even when it is not the natural escape I would

want. The feminine, masculine, and neutral parts of my identity can all exist impossibly at once,

just as many processes of nature do. The language I use at times is an adopted voice of what a

natural object or entity may think or say, something without gender and without human

constructs of sexuality. This is comforting, as it allows me to both deny and express my identity

and desires at once.

There are moments where I use nature as not only the being I can confess my desires to,

but also as the desired subject that I can deflect my passions off of, as a placeholder for a person

I am desiring. This may be in the form of describing how the wind may touch me in a gentle

way, how the rain may draw out emotions in me, or how a constellation in the sky is the truest

form of the desired person. In this way, the poem allows me the same catharsis while not having

to plainly address the person I am thinking of. Sometimes the subject may arise in the poem, but

I return to the natural world as something I can instead desire because I am already expressing its

dearness to me in the images I create.

Another form of intimacy that is present in my poems is whether or not my work will be

read by the desired subject. At times, the knowledge that the poem can be between just me and

nature allows me to be completely honest about my emotions and their complexity, as well as my

deepest insecurities and pain about the desire. At other times, I have the knowledge that I might

be sharing the poem with the desired subject, and so the poems become veiled and secretive
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about the desire, but the passion of the poem is still unmistakable. Because I know the desired

subject will be reading the poem, I am sometimes more on the nose about specific situations or

conversations that myself and that person have been in together, as subtle hints. Sometimes there

are secretive jokes or pieces of conversation woven into the poems that are just for that person to

recognize. This dynamic is perhaps invasive of me at times, as I am plainly trying to elicit an

emotional response from that person, and show them the desires I keep inside myself without

having to be upfront about it, or showing the depth of my feelings in a form that cannot be

expressed in plain language or prose. Most importantly, the fact that the poem will be read by

others as well as the desired subject creates an interesting tension. My declaration of my feelings

will in fact not just be between me and the desired subject when it is in poem form. About this

situation, Eliot writes: “But my opinion is, that a good love poem, though it may be addressed to

one person, is always meant to be overheard by other people” (Eliot 90). I completely agree that

this element of being overheard is a special effect and satisfying tension of writing poems about

a desired subject, eliciting emotions in other readers beyond the desired subject.

In my poem “inorganic”, I am describing a desire for a female subject and speaking to an

audience about that desire. This poem was written for a workshop, which makes sense in the fact

that I had written the poem for the workshop to read as my audience. I am attempting to describe

the depth of my feelings and attraction. Throughout the poem, I describe a “she”, framed by a

combination of natural imagery and artificial imagery, the artificial essential to reflecting on the

doomed nature of this relationship.

rusty red pickup heartbeat blue sky october
& she’s there every       day
to want endlessly the way we do takes staircases tunnels basements caverns
before
black cherry icee left inklings of purple in the folds of chapped lips
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it was fake but just thinking of the ‘real thing ’
was good enough
after
this vector between <
can we be something

The fact that I stop myself from using “you” in this poem shows my desire to shift

between poetic voices to illustrate the depths of my desire in different ways, the different voices

and intended readers bringing out different sentiments in me, and allowing for clearer

exploration of my desires. In my poem “the boy at my tree”, I am speaking primarily to myself

about my desire, and the use of “you” shows how this poem is a love poem entangled with nature

imagery. The poem was also intended to be read by the desired subject, which displays the

private nature of the poem and the secrets embedded within the text that are meant to be

understood by that reader alone. At the same time, the way I am explaining the desire is also

meant for another unintended audience that can gather fractured information about the

relationship.

baby tree sprouting
moss seat ,so soft
as soft as,     some arms,     may be,
i don’t know what “your”
arms     are.,     not as       kind
as a conifer         although
i will be fooled, distracted,

beautifully
and besides skin

is but weathered bark
of                    old and waiting, already,
rough and coarse     grating , can u
love it anyways,
bleeding &too tender like
a bruised peach (discarded

The vulnerability of this poem is important to note and the intended audience allows me

to be more honest about the pain of this desire, as well as how deeply it is affecting my life and
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my psyche. I am directly asking for the opinion of the desired subject on the things I have

expressed.

In Lyn Hejinian’s essay Who is Speaking? from her book The Language of Inquiry,

Hejinian outlines the ways in which the speaker of a poem has a certain kind of power and

authority, as well as a responsibility to recognize who they are representing in their work.

Hejinian writes:

Poetics entails involvement in public life. And that involvement, in turn, demands a
negotiation with, and a willingness to take on, power. In this context, the question “Who is
speaking?” prompts a second question, one that is addressed to oneself as the speaker of the first:
“Am I speaking?” From this, numerous questions follow: If not, why not? Isn’t it incumbent on
me to break through others’ noise and my own silence so as to speak? If so, how so? Having
broken through into speech, what should I say and what should it sound like when I’m saying it?
Is it important to speak? Is it necessary to do so? Can one be a participant without speaking?

(Hejinian 32)

Hejinian asks important questions when it comes to the voice of the poet and what it

means for them to “speak” through their poetry. As a person who has difficulty speaking aloud a

lot of the time, having the space in my poems to “speak” and take control of my desire, my

longings for nature, and the space I occupy is important. When I am the speaker, which is the

case most of the time in my poems, I have power in my desire and what I express in the poem.

The voice that I use in my poems is the voice I wish I could speak in. With conviction I

can describe the world around me and the pleasure I get from it. I can work the space to my inner

voice and although I am at times editing myself, I can make it beautiful. I am a person with

social anxiety and have a lot of trouble verbally expressing what I think and feel without making

myself feel foolish or making light of my feelings, trying to shape myself to please others.

I comment on this frequently in my poems, my inability to express myself off the page.

On the page, I can be myself and present myself how I want. I have power and authority where

elsewhere I would not. I can use spacing and punctuation to create an image on the page to give
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texture and scenery to the words, I can tell my own story and be serious about my feelings, and

make fun of myself in my own way that no one else can be a part of. I am reclaiming my

identity, my sexuality, my gender and my place in the world. I can be special and feel special and

put my imagination to work. Poetry is essential to me in all of these ways, and this goes along

with the way I view nature as a nonhuman and non judgemental place for my desires, in

whatever form they take.

Myths, Desire & Nature
Alongside indirect addressing of the desired subject, myths play an important role in my

poems and the way in which I take control of and define a situation. Myths provide a framework

to assign predetermined roles and stories to a very specific and personal situation, conveying it

more generally to the reader. In his book The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Joseph Campbell

explains the natural inclination of a writer to reference myth or use it as a starting point for

describing anything, and that it is almost impossible to not reference some kind of mythological

idea when writing. Campbell writes:

Throughout the inhabited world, in all times and under every circumstance, the myths of
man have flourished; and they have been the living inspiration of whatever else may have
appeared out of the activities of the human body and mind. It would not be too much to
say that myth is the secret opening through which the inexhaustible energies of the
cosmos pour into human cultural manifestation. Religions, philosophies, arts, the social
forms of primitive and historic man, prime discoveries in science and technology, the
very dreams that blister sleep, boil up from the basic, magic ring of myth.
(Campbell 3)

Campbell describes the ubiquitous nature of myths, and how they permeate into all

realms of society, as well as how every culture has their own set of myths. He describes the

phenomenon of myths as natural ways in which truth from the world manifests. Myths exist to
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explain human psychology and relationships, which is why they so naturally appear all over the

world.

Myths create a backdrop of well-known characters and problems, which I draw on in my

poems. Myths also have such an important place in my poems about nature because of the

ancientness of them, the more mystical and wild natural world that exists in the background of

myths from antiquity. Myths often concern themselves with dramatic themes of the power of the

natural world, and the tragedy and romance of human relationships, as well as methods to

explain through a story how society functions and how human psychology works. Another point

for drawing poetic content about desire is the realm of dreams and their psychological relevance,

which Campbell describes as being similar to myths in the way they create inspiration. My

poems can often be dreamlike and drawing on the essential unreality of a situation. I often dream

of the desired subject and of strange natural landscapes which can later be the background of or

even the focus of a poem. Dreams also force me to face psychological fears and traumas which

give me a greater understanding of the situations I am in and how I feel about them, and

therefore how to express them in a poem, just how using a tragic myth can force me to realize the

truth of a situation.

In my poems I refer directly to mythological figures of Orion, Pygmalion and Galatea,

Orpheus and Eurydice, Ganymede, Ariadne, Aphrodite, and concepts of nymphs, mermaids, and

such supernatural creatures of magic. Using myths is tied in part to my fascination with

astronomy and astronomical objects which have names and features based on mythology. I also

have a fascination with the tragedy and romance of Greek and Roman myths, as many people do,

as well as the magic and ritual associated with them. I have been drawn to myths through modern

and vivid retellings of myths, particularly the novels The Song of Achilles and Circe, both by
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classicist Madeline Miller. Miller’s intimate, richly imaged and lyrical writing style has inspired

me to take on the personal angle to myths, as these books have made me feel personally about

the stories. Particularly, the queer retelling of the love between Patroclus and Achilles in The

Song of Achilles, and the feminist themes in Circe have opened my mind to the possibilities of

shaping and reimagining myths for myself. I can be like Patroclus in Achilles, heroes tragically

in love during the Trojan War, or I can be like the sorceress Circe, concocting spells and potions

in the poetic space to vent my feelings by will alone.

In my poems, I make these myths my own and shape them to the relationships I have, and

the desires I have. Thinking about my situations as myths is cathartic and allows the reader to

perhaps have some familiarity with the dynamics I am referring to. Myths fit well into my

imagery of nature because of the familiarity of the stories with a time where the natural world

was more of a romantic idea, where magic and universal truth could exist. The myth of

Pygmalion and Galatea is one that comes to the surface in many of my poems. I had been

familiar with this myth for some time, and once I began to study it further I realized its

connection to the way I approach romantic situations in my poetry.

I am at times the figure of Pygmalion, the poet, the male creator of the perfect woman,

convinced his creation can be the only loveable thing to him. In my poems when I refer to the

desired subject, I am creating a mythological form of them, putting them on a pedestal,

describing what it is that attracts me to them. I am creating their perfect form and desiring that

perfect form. This is a common theme in traditional Romantic poetry. This phenomenon happens

more often in my poems when I am talking about a female subject. At other times, I am the

created female or feminine figure, as I am a female at birth despite identifying as non-binary. I

am Galatea, a statue formed by my desired subject’s perception of me. This is an anxiety that
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frequently comes up in my poems. This happens more frequently when I am desiring a male

subject and becoming concerned about the perfectness I must present to them, the desire to fulfill

traditional feminine roles in order to be desirable, wanting to be a woman to be desired by a

straight male subject but knowing that is not who I am as a gender non-conforming person. This

myth is a good example of how the masculine and feminine binaries play interesting roles in my

poems, coming through whether I would like them to or not based on who I am desiring. Using

this myth as a reference has helped to focus my poems and become more aware of the dynamics

I am creating in my work.

In my poem “galatea’s garden”, I am exploring and reversing the myth of Pygmalion and

Galatea to give Galatea more independence and space to exist on her own terms. I am personally

relating to her through a narrative description of her in the setting of a garden, which is not her

natural place. Galatea’s surroundings are described in the myth as Pygmalion’s studio. I have

retold the myth in my own way to reflect the feelings I have of wanting to escape from

expectations of me to a male subject of desire.

galatea overgrown
uncriminal untouched
thriving no longer under
the creator’s thumb ;alone and not lonely
awaiting the kiss of

my imperfect sappho
i(t) was?a dream

/or waiting for nothing sleeping
seeking to disappoint

what you want from me

When I first wrote this poem I used “she” pronouns to refer to Galatea; later on I rewrote

the poem with personal pronouns to directly relate myself and my desire to her story. In the poem

I am trying to escape from the confines of desire for a male subject, and trying to deflect that
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desire onto an appreciation for a magical, mythological natural setting. I have also added a piece

to the myth that talks about Sappho, a female Greek poet who wrote often of female subjects of

desire and developed the basis for terms of lesbianism in the modern queer community. I am not

only pulling away from my desire for a male subject but giving space to express the duality of

my attractions to women as well as men.

In my poem “pluto”, I am describing a desire for a male subject, and seeing myself as

Galatea and the desired subject as Pygmalion. By referencing this myth, I am bringing with it the

connotation of being shaped by this man’s desire for a woman throughout the poem. However, at

the end, I turn the myth back on the subject, and shape the myth so that Galatea is the one

sculpting Pygmalion. I do this to illustrate the way that I have formed the male subject to a

perfect version of himself in my desiring him, and how this adds an unequal and unrequited

element to the relationship that must be reconciled.

if only i could
discover our heat
of formation

our enthalpy
&live in our
sweet entropy

midnight walk
hurling a stone

at the gentle pond’ s
silver path

how poetic
can i break your ice

/your cup of ice
pygmalion, i could not have

sculpted your wintery
shadow better
myself

In using this myth I have complicated my relationship to this person further within the

poem, as a way to demonstrate how my feelings for this person in relation to my identity is
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already complex. By assigning mythological figures to myself the desired subject, the reader can

get a better sense of this complexity. In my poem “equinox”, the use of this myth comes to a

head in an even more complex manner.

i am alone in that
garden: i am alone
in that studio: i have built
shimmering castles

of hope
& i am finished
fashioning you

/sculpting me
i cannot be built

in her
flawless image
i will only drink

the winter air’s
last chilly breath

& live in my
mess like the trees
do

In this poem I am directly addressing how the myth unravels in my situation and how it

can no longer define the relationship I am describing, or at least I no longer want it to. I am

reflecting on what it means to use this myth; assigning these roles can no longer satisfy my

desire and I wish to move out of this dynamic. I am also referencing jealousy to a female figure

who would be the “true” Galatea; a perfect female form that the male subject does really desire

as Pygmalion does his created Galatea in the myth. In the poem I return to my comfortable place

of using the no-so-confining images of nature, where definitions that are painful do not have to

exist.

Moving away from the myth of Pygmalion and Galatea, in my poem “ariadne” I liken a

very similar situation to the myth of Theseus and the Minotaur. I am framing the same desire in

the context of Ariadne, the daughter of Queen Pasiphaë and half-sister of the Minotaur, to her
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assistance in helping the hero Theseus, whom she was in love with, in slaying the Minotaur by

holding one end of a ball of yarn that he pulled the other end of with him into the labyrinth, so

that he could find his way out and return to her. The Minotaur is not actually present or

considered in this poem, and instead the focus is on Ariadne and Theseus; especially the fact that

Theseus left Ariadne behind later on in the myth despite her helping him, and she was instead

rescued by the god Dionysus.

,if i were
lost in a labyrinth, would you
give me wine

to drink ? whisper to me
that i would survive

? take my yarn
&pull it across our

small streets
(and do not forget

me

In this poem, I am asking earnestly if the subject of the poem would abandon me like

Theseus or rescue me like Dionysus. Both of these outcomes are blended together in the poem,

and I make myself vulnerable by putting myself at the mercy of the desired subject to choose

which figure he will decide to be. In the poem I also allow this construct to unravel as I know

that the situation I describe is too neat a description for the situation I am really in with this

person. However, using the myth frames my desire for the subject as I am making my desires

clear and am unsure how the subject will react to this admission.

Moving into another myth, in my poem “the turn”, I am focusing on the myth of Orpheus

and Eurydice, in which Orpheus seeks to rescue Eurydice from the underworld by leading her

out, on the condition that he does not turn around and look at her. However, at the last moment,

he does turn around to make sure she is there and she ends up trapped in the underworld forever.
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In this poem my goal was to capture the myth which enchants me in poetic form, as well as my

desire for other women by writing in the voice of Orpheus. I am describing how I have doomed a

relationship with a female desired subject by using this myth.

/my
eyes are what     kill her all along silent and
loving me enough to     let go of the cold strung away
by   the cycle, we want to     believe all will return ; i must be
torn       i sing of nothing but sorrow , i want nothing
nothing but     the embrace of the ghost       that
taught me to breathe who i have given to     my last
song          our eurydice ,and so i shall be served into her arms
without warmth trapped but with her    is there in her depths
forgiveness        for such a sin/  of mortality is there,

In the poem I am asking for forgiveness from the subject for my fatal mistake, as well as

showing my despondence over the relationship no longer being able to exist. In the poem I am

also taking on an angle of likening the myth to humanity’s destruction of the Earth, and

wondering how this personification of the Earth could ever forgive us for what we have done,

despite all the Earth has provided us. The depiction of the Earth as a female subject is a common

idea that has often been used, especially with the term “Mother Nature”, because of the ways in

which the Earth and nature harbor all concepts of creation and support for human life. In this

way I can use a mythological framework in two ways at once to express desire for a person and

longing for nature as subjects that give me similar feelings of remorse, guilt, and yearning.

Reflection
Throughout this project, I have explored what my poetry means in the context of modern

ecopoetry as well as how Romantic poetry drives the content of my poems. I have explored the

content of desire as well as myth, and compared my work to the work of other contemporary

poets. Throughout this project, my work has evolved in response to the criticism and literature
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that I have read. My poetic style has adopted a more consistent expression and I have gained

much insight into my own writing style and where my content comes from. My work has

covered a wide range of different situations and revealed much to me about my relationships and

my inner world. The opportunity to explore my work in this way has been immensely helpful in

my career as a poet, and challenged me to explain things about my poems that were otherwise

hidden in the work. I have greatly enjoyed learning about ecopoetry and how my poetry at times

fits the mold, and at times does not, as well as the origins of how my work came to be at the

point it is now. I am very grateful for the chance to learn more about the field of poetic analysis

and theory, and feel as though going forward, I will have more self-awareness in my work and

understanding of how my work fits in with the work of other poets writing in similar ways.
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the boy at my tree

(1)

hands against damp grass
wet soil , i want this i say
low to the ground    &sprawling
(like the lichens
shaped against the worn edge
there is a place in my mouth
that has been bitten repeatedly
tender pink skin caught bet    ween teeth
holding back from what
?speaking  (bloodlessly
leaves a bruise in my face ,aching
against     the bone sinking from my

temples to
my  /jaw
the only things that may    touch me
(which i will talk
about
are the tiny golden
crescents, leaves, floating,
and the cool, sweet, northern, wind,

soft,
far away

waiting  ,
if i split my tendons
i will splay out like
the knobbed
roots &that's okay
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(2)

there is music this time//
thin spider web shimmer in the    stern

white light     i'm still
here
tense as a tightly pulled
string, standing cardboard still
so as not to     t      tremble
/show weak
-ness/ instead marvel

single plant stem
baby tree sprouting
moss seat ,so soft
as soft as,     some arms,     may be,
i don’t know what “your”
arms     are.,     not as       kind
as a conifer         although
i will be fooled, distracted,

beautifully
and besides skin

is but weathered bark
of                    old and waiting, already,
rough and coarse     grating , can u
love it anyways,
bleeding &too tender like

a bruised peach (discarded
never mind the
temperature's
perfect
&dirt &moss have eternal
sounds

drown me
out, because             it is
flickering &then

gone
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(3)

scrambled, worn out today
damp skin soon to be winter,

dry
extinction is near thinking ,
about his sweater, no, i’m
sitting on a root

throne, honey-touched
leaves something

calm is looking, silent,
from the hollow

above, moving, bright ,
white light again, ruins the
atmo
sphere, i was
reading about angels     and i
am not sure what     it is that i am,
i hope one is not     touchin   g me ,
/right now , sliding

a finger down my s pine
to take me somewhere, i don't
want to go, p a the tic the dirt disguised
as me says     but HEY
but hey i have to run it all
through my hair

&&sigh      it's gonna happen
did u

like the way i spoke out loud today. yes
i
am soaked to the bones in/ you/ this
little sapling, the     phthalates in my blood
i'm afraid of     plastic,     no ant    s on my
hands p    lease, i am in a     pale
pallid place

a  moth
that has been crushed     powdery like
snow,     once lovely, insolence, double-
edged        ruined picnic
pulverized but quie tly i want
to be called out in the dark, asked for, but
i am becoming fused, bent with the trunk
,and i would not go
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[it’s so shiny and / new]

it’s so shiny and / new a new
plastic hard cut shiny can break shiny
can shattered like a virgin, shiny and new
brand new clothes keep them new with tide
pure and / metal not touched glass newly melted product
rock newly born water newly spring becomes old but
still looks new like new quality good price dew on grass ray of
rainbow not sparkle but gloss /smooth
fix it with glue lots of glue and pouring
stunning! like that’s s o stunning and new
like tomorrow like new good as new
wet like shiny and wet like new not touched
can break not pure is pure is sheen
is bright is new not shiny made old
made ancient new but now shiny in
dark is new the new is new new  more more
more more used but good it is an item
a quality item very nice very new
brand spanking new brand name item
clean pressed piping hot frosty cold
more need not bad be careful be new
clean slate new day i am made new
runneth over new -ness is wild
-ness but clean neat and clean and
shiny and shiny have more be pure
not worry much much more not sparkle
raw first first
be polish gleam now glisten

new is new
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the turn

my blood as my skin is made of     gold
i am patience     as a dove    as content with

peace
i strum and     all believe me    but she
it is easy    i think    she will come she    will be the same
hope as a curs/ed need
sobeautiful    i have never feared her    or for her/until
the caverns of the dead    and her as but a     shadow
how do i know/if she follows        the one i cannot enchant(
with my voice )but with, my love    i have never not
known a simple    thing such as this    fear    as a
coat    i wear     in my skin    footsteps that i
cannot        hear        the cruelties of nature (that are
ours) thathave
made her bleed , the jaws of the snake,  & she, like water

i should know
she will pass over me like    the wind        the sunlight
where it peers around    the slick walls ,the teeth does the glow
lead her ?is this a promise as real as her touch ,my heart
then faithless nothing can be ,what does she look like robbed of
blooms ,is she changed, the only magic i trust is that which
she     creates is is she     there is she there is she
i have to see        if     it is her if it is her if she is colorless    and
consumed    pale & mouthless over my shoulder /my
eyes are what     kill her all along silent and
loving me enough to     let go of the cold strung away
by   the cycle, we want to     believe all will return ; i must be
torn       i sing of nothing but sorrow , i want nothing
nothing but     the embrace of the ghost       that
taught me to breathe who i have given to     my last
song          our eurydice ,and so i shall be served into her arms
without warmth trapped but with her    is there in her depths
forgiveness        for such a sin/  of mortality is there,
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what about after spring

(1)

i had a dream
i cut the head off a

poisonous snake w    hich
as loving

as it     is ,it bit
me
< >

the eyes in the dark
places we are not
//meant to   go
(i failed
mineral waters poisoned

by her
hypnotic

dangerous, loving
in the wood where

the wolves/
that ran

in the rareness of those    bones
the, ones that i \miss
in glowing; in underwater
caverns losing my b
reath in fields of
heather& rosemary
/trying to tell

as if i could
understand

as if i could
be ,
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(2)

, i had a fever the first
few days

i was trying to burn
/it out of me

the dust, the moss, the
golden mold

from my     mother’s
basement the spores in     our
throats a forgetting that
we do not know

?the humming
birds wings beating

against the
cold air, brisk, lightning,sweet

chilly nectar which i
made from

my     blood did we
overdose
them?drive them mad? the bears
hide     in glistening

in damp fallen
trees/overgrown, flowering, raw
they are not after me /

we never use forest
language anymore
the sand in my hair is
ancient,bright,forever ago     made
by mountains in water in the
sun is a surprise water ruby amber orange

i am trying
casting     light in the green

colors can, bend in ways ,my eyes do not know/
the constant whisper ing of the wind
in the bran ches the leaves rubbing     to
gether,  i cannot desire

so much   <?
,as they do, even as i

ache when
the rainwater falls, just     so .
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(3)

two swans
floated/ are floating     along the dark

water careful
of sharp ice like

shadows at first fearful
and then warm ,

how do we learn how
to care for these things

to want
them, the deep, the fabrics, it is
not something we can

not something i can
you have to

go there
(without me
i

like /to have this desire, i
keep it ; i keep it

in my pocket
ephemeral loose drifting
the shells

cut my f    ingers
and still i do not learn

clarity like the wind’s
kiss

the algae blooms my
you-trophication
the seaweed scraped
over the rocks the

clouds of protein along the
beach my touch

cannot touch /
all that has been
though i may
try these

places are preserved for
what we call
“angels

beautiful in
surviving but

blood runs in the
soil

like water
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galatea’s garden

the garden is quiet
no one has

walked softly for years
,and years i am alone

mouthless
solid rooted
frozen lightning & tender
thunder vines&  leaves
&fruits &flowers
pink roses white jasmine white
ivory stained by moss shaped
into a gown /into a shield
hard skin hard heart
the likeness of aphrodite laced
by a serpent draped
into a necklace i am hunting
as it does ;for supper
she does not know i am there
no one knows i am here & i love it i think
the rain drips mud and tree sap
over the curves&folds&broken joints
of my once desired body
galatea overgrown
uncriminal untouched
thriving no longer under
the creator’s thumb ;alone and not lonely
awaiting the kiss of

my imperfect sappho
i(t) was?a dream

/or waiting for nothing sleeping
seeking to disappoint

what you want from me i sink
into moist soil& one dusk
i will fall and not make
a sound i have no sin
&know no blame
now resting
letting the snakes bring me fruits
of the earth alive

in my red
and white

garden
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axial tilt

(1)

i want to lay
in the road

be covered by snow&rocks&mud
,& be crushed by an unknowing

driver
i want to be

killed
while trying to explore
a dark
small town
road
(still ‘innocent

i want to be broken
in two

i want my tongue
to loll

out of my mouth&
my eyes
to be
glassy

;to understand
(to be gone would be too easy
)there is now while it’s
okay it’s still enough
before we are something
we cannot
ask
of pain& sickness

only creatures
of habit

i want to be sunlight&
snow&
the road&
the dirt&
the concrete&the grass&
&the wind
stirring your heart
into mine
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(3)

blood is bright when
it first leaves the

body ;a
baby deer

that leapt in front
of a car

but didn’t leap
away

meager downpour w
eakening clouds
barren trees we live
inside an ice box

/i want to live inside
tan dimples
&eyebrow spots

&tiny claws
&soft as a baby ear

i want to tuck it all into
my baby

blue shirt that
says
massachusetts(

always a first
loss
of many to
come

i know it now
turning me

revolving in a precious
time the ground
is not cruel ,it asks us
home
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(3)

i felt the
cold of the snow
&knew it was absence
in the snowflakes

it could not snow enough to
cover the
ragged spot in
my eyes
where it died where i died and
we all drowned&

it smells like the baby
shampoo i wash

soft things with under my
nails like i need
to breathe when i
cry when i cry so
hard that my eyes
swell up for days like
the inside of the pink
&purple sheen of
quahog shells on
the beaches  i will yet
walk on
/i will be moving to a

warm swamp where the
ground is soft&
covered in moss&
bones don’t break

but
it is not all new

it is sharp and it keeps
going/ spinning thunderstorms
through us
(i cannot be lighter
the thorns say

as they sink
wintery teeth

everything is made&unmade
it has to be

beautiful
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first contact

(1)

flecks of light
the golden hour burned sweetly

in my vision
eclipsed (by dark eyes

i am drowning in it ,and
so are
you (i think
blinding yellow pale bright
climbing the tree to kiss the sky
this last october what will
we do when
pink leaves reflect in ,through glass
overwhelming color

these hours carve my mountains
&blush against the mirror
in my hair, pricking my fingers
needle of the record player the melody lost

ethereal
rain washed    it away
dark hair flushed with

cream, my teeth,
at your neck, temporary,
raspberry tea sweet,

bitter dark
as a fresh wound waiting
to be bandaged
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(2)

twisted into
the october snow moonlight
dark veiled

by light
the strangeness is a mark
on my neck: dark crescent ,bleeding

wants to see me again
(can i put my mouth here yes
i might
choke on this hands

eager /confused your soft chest
it all runs away

(it's nice it's nice it's nice
the paths misty concealed
but beautiful: wet leaves beneath
our shoes

show me what you are fond for
it is scary ,that you want me
strawberry shake pasta oil
grape leaves    purple     purple
make me purple because i am afraid
tell me what to

do    but do not
control i am (in control

let it be easy
it’s easy let her\him run

off of me ,like water
and wade
in ,deeper
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hyperbola

(1)

mouth moving requiet
body beneath// warm leaves
glowing ,in the golden field
where we did not yet go

(2)

sand&& plastic sediment
slips through fingers ,cold
glacier melt hands along
soft ,fading ridges

(3)

pink rainfall &&steady flood
purple stain more permanent
in the puddled asphalt&rivered paths
our nighttime evaporation

(4)

glittering skin do you like me
gripped in ultra tenderness
i do not know when to bloom
instead suspend&&sustain

(5)

cascading sheets ,shimmering
heady heat ache (overflowing
before the sun sets ,sullen
in lonely winter /lost now
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for what is buried here

(1)

dear
(do you know what the name is

for this bird
&the sunbaked streets in la jara ,new mexico

i went to the grocery store
and bought blue agave

tequila
silver swirlin g in the bottle
or i think i wanted
to ask
(if
a mountain flower tells the;

truth about
smoothness where
there
was a ,
sunburn
/smashed my f inger

under the cut
ting board
purple &red ,

;missing
i recently discovered

i
like

lime juice
on everything //
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(2)

i think i could have been a horse
girl if i ever, read, my, bible     i come here

in from the cold
i like the hay bales and the

sunshine glinting off that gold it’s honey
don’t you worry

about nothin” bruised hands
can still be held i do worry the porch light’s on
tinged red with the sun perspiring a map
of wild summer maybe i was never there
crushed by a mad sky &leather
&taming is it beautiful
?extracted oil heat stroke but  it is where
i was made (i sometimes forget
blinding pavement so south blank streak of sky
shooting in through skin which is tender
bleeding into the grassland wideness/ the stolen-ness
is metallic on my tongue/ and i don’t want
him to kiss it away i have to feel
the artificial quakes loved by all that yellow
scraping to see the heart do i even deserve
the deep sun baked cracked mud footprint hose water thunder
thick air beaten clouds chemicals which provide
, sweetness
ruin the very memories make
them soggy and ripping the dust
dried up grass green
sky before the twister
we can slip in quiet
out of the concrete live like
everyone before     us /i've never felt it
before
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fractal

experience desire  as     a
creature that has not yet been
named

>a whole other animal
lost to time

beneath the charcoal black sky
surprised that for once it isn’t

glowing
w/ light pollution
did not want to be there in  the snow
that you did not want to     lay in
with your feet in the pond
which i know is filled

with parasites
sad branch whiplash welted my cheek
and i cannot tell why , these stones

have left me
heavy

pulled my heart out &buried it
in fire

like the beating shore
whispers of the waves, it    ’d be sweet to be
that just be that

for a while
branches spreading infinitely

to the forever sky
&left for so long i am  the

mouth of the river
my river

is still coughing up plastics
your

plastics /like i’m still breathing
you     like the molten mantle

behaving
elastically convecting far ben
eath my feet i am influenced
by you i am ruled
by you but we can never find
that which

we have already killed
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three apocalypses

(1)

just a door away
watch the sunrise

nearly
every night ,dampened
by pessimism /impossible
to console (as no
one can
smooth the concerned
brow or the covers of
old books all there is

to do is
listen sometimes it
is icy ;like we have come
to live in a

glacier (imprisoned
by association secrets  ,already
divulged ,strangers in
a stranger

new world (bound
in the maze

of indoor
isolation

meeting
in the

flooded
bathroom

and otherwise/ the
only

one who understands
dismantling reality

&&indulging sweetness
we are

a frantic forest
and if the thorns

should grow
i would bleed

dry
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(2)

a cruel wall
can be married
to a warm room

harsh offhands&&
sensitivity to

spines
OUCH my skin
is too thin

(i will decide
when to
fortify it

with you
i shouldn’t

need
a shield

trained language
/brutality

please ,soften
we are

magical
carissima

i see mondays
in your

prophetic
dreams

and watch you
breathe

salt ,only do not
cut me

with it
like a
pearled

mermaid
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(3)

fused together
like a bivalve

a reflection )(
in the acidifying
sea

trials to
raise the pH

so hard when we
are away ,my seraphim

our third
piece
we bend back

the bloody hands
of time

at first
i had to think that

i must maybe desire
your

preserved kiss
and now;though
you are as a

marble statuette
like the

ones you
so study

instead
i really do

the doors
rattle but

do not slam
for me it will

always
settle, a

golden string
impervious to the
blades of

the fates
silent

&&
hanging
in the stars
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the woods the woods

(1)

blue light halos the
paved walkways

below
drinking in the

drenched air ,out there
chipped the silent
growth injected

sameness
salty white walls

keep waiting
okay,            could've just been the

dust
& blood

rushes to the ears
stinging
golden       DON’T SAY IT

obsession
short circuit
twisted ankle

purple the cracks where
i sit

sideways on the
silver street asphalt pinching
one moment

at a time (and all at once
“don’t get

sick over
it but

it was new
as the spring grass gone&
washed away

with the flood
&the ink
drenched in my eyelashes
like when i

swallowed glass
and no one believed

me
that feeling
it does not cool

maybe it is
just for me
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(2)

the wealth of tiny
squares

under my pillow
not wishes of /you

but they are
fleeting gaunt for
snow

covered sidewalks
wishing

for them wishing
for always

what is
not there
the sense is not

computing
not registered not written

do not dress me
for i am

not ready
i run off of

myself
like water often

needing threes and
multiples
of five

it's fall again
&my eyes

betray the longing
i cannot

look what is the name
for you

and they said
(although they didn’t say

needing to
be loved
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(3)

it is later warm air
and spindling branches
light veiled by dark leaves
cold comes and goes
in flashes heat wavers

just for a minute
hurting is muted

are they looking
at me ? (i hope not

gossamer
shiny and bent

don’t ask me
where the evening star
is

she is hiding
and orange

and has another name
framed

by vital boughs it shows
that one
pinprick

a planet
maybe

venus
my other love

casts shadows
(he is different

these are
long and loping

calm
although drowned
in the

bright singing
crickets i think:

i should know
their names

trunks twisting
like reaching
distant

still cool even
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(4)

white light
&warmth

pooling from
windows

forest glen encircled in
(concrete
the roots are

long and loose
like locks

shaken out
which i
rake fingers through

(only inside
they reach up up

farther than i think
cold seeps in

welcome
wood chips

dead leaves
i walk too slow

but it is my
own pace

content
voices

rumbling
balmy echoing
laughter that

does not belong to
me dim and secret

& i
do not need to

be a part of it
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(5)

the pool of green
a bowl is

softer than darkness if i
were to

encounter
an insect i would not

know how to conduct
myself \\except

to be jealous that
i cannot

blend in with
the grass too

hands enveloped by
small-leaved

weeds
&& no one

branches against
my cheek like a
kiss
of

dew seeping into
fabric

with the presence of
another

i check for fever
bite my

tongue
the trees like tendons
the lip of

my blue
cap is like

the surface of the
earth& i am

hurtling into those
sweet stars

spinning
geometric

aligned
plunged into peace
beginning to feel cold
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(6)

one
wraps their

arms around their
body

this body
which is earth

hungry
at first but
nourished

instead by
wild nectars
&rain

time is
crawling away

i could still
sleep

courted by
rest&
anonymous

skin bristling
against

dark hair
nothing but

myself
make it

disappear
as the

regret has
saturated in

the urban forest’s guilt
&empathy
do not spare

me of it
take the shallowest

slope up
& return
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pluto

(1)

i want to find
a place
in my heart
that you do not /inhabit
curl there like an

ammonite
in red sandstone

let me be (don’t
&bother my equilibrium

a spilling over fizzing blood
a forgotten moon buried in
pieces of otherness do you
want me to leave
?to warm to your words
trust me ;

if only i could
discover our heat
of formation

our enthalpy
&live in our
sweet entropy

midnight walk
hurling a stone

at the gentle pond’ s
silver path

how poetic
can i break your ice

/your cup of ice
pygmalion, i could not have

sculpted your wintery
shadow better
myself
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(2)

in the snow    i'm
winding up
to smack you with a
snowball
packed together with
my crush on you/    all the refrains
mellow (harmonious
vulnerable as the
trees holding up    the white
silvery    hugging the    cold
in the snow        shimmering
icicles   * i saw you
blue eyes        trying not to cry
frozen salt    blue on pale washed
pavement    blue  trenches of    frosty
footprints in powder
blue boy

,ripped from warm autumn
let’s get away to the wilderness

it snows for everyone when you
talk it's not

just me, reaching,
frozen fixation

an artful departure
slinking
out of my reach    it's been
three years        and finally it
snowed good enough to
bury me
i'm imagining the

ice sheets
flaking and delicate
i only eat snow these
days

but i live in
a blue world&    yours is
distant, chilly, another
that i will not reach
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ariadne

(1)

a hint of a smile
on white lips

cold to the t touch by
the window what if she
broke? what if i
broke

into hundreds of stars ,
a blooming hyperobject

although i hardly
know her object

she with flowers
sprouting from

that gentle
mind, hollyhock, daylily,
baby pink& creamy white,

eyes closed in soft
winter winds i wish mine
would fall shut like spring ,if i were
lost in a labyrinth, would you
give me wine

to drink ? whisper to me
that i would survive

? take my yarn
&pull it across our

small streets
(and do not forget

me
am i

a statue
,sapped of life

forgettable scenery
or am i animate

a walking dream
?

or somewhere
unbearably

in/between
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(2)

as you step
step lightly on
my stairs

the string you
pull, it yanks at
my ribs i do not
know the taste

of unburdened
revelry i think too
hard on the weather ,
&how it currents

through my skin
&strike my hand

like a friend
a friend (a friend

blue hours
slip from my

hands her look
of peace is

a blanket
over my

wracking shoulders
not as /consoling

as wildflowers in our coming
sunlight

grown bright vivid color
like her crown i wish i was
as beautiful

rest my knees
on the carpet

let me stop
let the heated color

in my cheeks
drain into the

night so i may be
the stillness

that i picture
you wanting like her
framed by the sunrise
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orion

(1)

is it brave to evacuate
the heart ?within you
that is yours /is it yours
?feels like/ bone
crush hing sh ,shame

like the wide
longing,wanting arms
of the cold march ,sky

hope that it does not
adopt an escape

velocity
magnet shaking in my
chest the ,wideness of the sky
swallows up little silver
sighs (just mine

i just like to see the planes
in the sky/ over the horizon/hear the
chilly howling
echo of trains against
frosty pavement at empty hours
announced
trajectories i like urban nature
the dark
cold not quiet you and
me are never alone /for good
reason the going
is getting harder but; it
is still going right
?he is always
strung up in the sky the
one boy i count on
my real blue boy &meeting
his ghostly figure
which no hands could make

not even my small
purple fingers
unharnessed by guilt still
searching for snow

or spring but
does it matter if his spring
never shows? /if the real spring
doesn’t what was the point
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(2)

the tender severity
of you cuts me into
slices of some home-made
&dense shortbread
i cannot see him

in the harsh daylight
i was here/ several years

&thought you were blue
admitting, to the group, your fav
orite is green <
green as her &her lagoons
euphoric muse i knew
her first no man
may come between us /i had hoped
&man,i am still
greener on the inside there is a
reason we call her mother nature:
anyways i have trees
sprouting from my spine&
envious flowers of the
sweetest nectar in my hair
(i am
lying through my teeth&
bleeding red as

cranberries but
unready for harvest

it is not autumn &it will not
be again

still bitter sharp&frozen
in my bog misty veil
look at you

just look at you
at least now you knowhow
i have longed, &how
i am the loneliest blue this side of upper
&how i had foolishly,sweetly
hoped
you’d tie your belt

around my waist (gently
&make me part of your
reverberating

constellation
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equinox

(1)

my) hair like
black licorice
salt in the icy seas

if he doesn’t like it
/neither do i

lock
all the doors to keep
out the rising wind &its
sharp flakes of cold
for the coming

sun i want
golden halos shining
off of me &you’ll wish it
were me so bad: fall into
my poem

&never climb out
i am alone in that
garden: i am alone
in that studio: i have built
shimmering castles

of hope
& i am finished
fashioning you

/sculpting me
i cannot be built

in her
flawless image
i will only drink

the winter air’s
last chilly breath

& live in my
mess like the trees
do
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(2)

i want freeze
dried strawberries&

my spilled blood
where i scratched

myself in my
heavy sleep

made into
the red aries sun * the climate
is so unpredictable these days

my horoscope
told me you loved me ,
& i can’t believe/ i believed it
(believed it ,cut myself on the
baby pink

hopes, i love my
coffee rings& carbonate
i would not give it up ,after

all
i cannot change

&i cannot become hard
as stone
i have no room in my heart

for
bitter dark chocolate ,terse words
i refuse to

regret
spilling over

you might miss the chance
and you will have to
live with it

i won’t (but i will
i have already made

what i could
w/ shaking hands

(i wish i could
change the path

we are on & the doom
it leads us to
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(3)

be my moon
dressed in saturn

and i will be
ur venus dressed

in ganymede i catch
your blue eyes

in the rearview
i cannot
escape from that which
you now know (do i want to
the earth cannot escape our
warming ,does she want to
does she want a

swift reckoning
upon us for ignoring her

/loving whispers
it cannot be a bad thing
to adore you even in
silence since you carry
me with you or cast
me aside or reach around
surface jests to get at
the real heat: i do not
i do not mind i do not mind i do
i won’t pretend to know

so /nice to dream
in purple clouds
and forget

we both are affected
by today’s sunshine
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(4)

golden hour
our spring finally
swept in

and i was alone with it
it mourns

the pond reflected
orange bricks

twisting skies&
sleeping winter buds

&i sat alone
w/ you (we talked about
anything but love
our sweaters

matched ,pale blue
u said my haircut was

nice, clipped, like
don’t read into it

sailed little bamboo boats
across the water&

coldness was bet ween us like :
wind still hanging on

,to winter
i will warm

&brighten or
else i might
die

we’ll coast our
way to golden
stay friends

they say the green eyed
monster is fed by

love: so i will
perhaps that is

how i heal
& breathe in

the trampled grass
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(5)

the first spring
light touches ,gently on the
,branches

lately the wind whips
me into new
realms of
desire i do not

have time to be so hungry
my sugared words

are not enough b/c i hold
no weight, no water, &you

are just
trying to shut me u p
to hear her and hang there
on her lips although she

/does not want you to
if the quick, snapping wit
is what you like i am
too soft for that i am made
too much of clay &not marble
&i only want to be gentle
&i try so hard

to carve something of me
into your

impenetrable surface
i suppose really

i do not
m matter

a window ; freshly scrubbed
streaked with chemicals
it all stings freshly

each moment foggy
but squinting to see through

me to see
her & ?do i
blame you
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parking lot

(1)

i laid my body
in the creek bed
just for a minute ,
swallowed up the
vernal waters &drank in

methane
sleep made me /heavy
sediment made me
a home &i waited to

be found
&the damp cold
northern air seeped
into my coat

the sun not
yet up &i sneak in
to the city later ,take
the bridge into

the woods
like part of some

mythology like
i may meet a wood nymph

who loves me just for
being,

or see a fleeting,
beautiful,

just an unwelcome
creature

try to walk home
from there

and have to turn back
the snow

is too deep
i am not made

of time
a desperate expedition
seated on

my rock
forever ,i guess
it is raining

now
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(2)

driving into
darkness so deep &thick
white fog blinding in false light
as the morning comes later

i am very susceptible
to nature’s mirages

>a simple shift in the
stars turning the skies
into strangers &we are
driven to madness which
is governed by orbital
resonance my house is
full of forgotten

desires
&the blood of the river
styx flows directly

from my
weeping heart, grandness i do not
understand, am bathed in, which i

try to own
hands searching for walls

to trace
naming a thing that is

always changing the sun the sky
the air my mind the temperature /i want to
give up &simply adore a lake’s
ice sheet cracks the dew hangs on
rises to your cheeks &evaporates
the rain soaks us through&
dries up  /it is so hard not to
get lost in

the wanting
of it all
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dawn

my body shimmers
this morning

bright sounds twirling in
copper showing itself ;

through black&
rising warm teal pressure
hugging the skull like
glittering like space
hugs the earth that is
loneliness

it can be loving
shaped by

absolute conditions
immaculate vines /into a pearl
blueprints damp
silver-blonde make me beautiful
as the morning its peace
the beaten

earth where unknowing
steps have carved
paths the waiting nature
of a nocturnal

animal
new hollows of burning

in the throat
but it is welcome

purity in flame
&a mountain’s crumbled

stone to river washed
sand& mud can be the same

as skin all that
gentle grating

time that unspools
infinitely

aromatic laurels
twisted into quiet
easy but

gorgeously
faceted &hurting

the heart of the
dark morning

,reinventing rehabilitating
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vernal wandering

a voice in the woods
called

me from walls
&climate control

fervent croaking
of spring

now softly here
snowmelt fills

cyclical birthplaces
soft cries into the

cool night air
dampness

&heat that lingers
emerald glow

within pools&
discarded leaves hiding
my heart pollen floats down
&disturbs the

surface
called by the

darkness
they sing

words made of
swamp&mud&stagnant

water whose surface is
skittered on by life
two stars above
evenly spaced to be eyes
sand blown over

the cement
the hollow laugh

of the horned
screamer
thick woods
where the air melts

into decomposition
&regeneration

the wind traces
a finger down

my jaw
&has healed

more than it can ever
be repaid for
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you don’t have to say anything

leather seats
&fogged windows it is your birthday

it is all of us
packed in tight like plant cells

next to you there is
not enough room
&my thigh is against yours the
heat there is so sweet &so gentle
i tremble &curl into my blue fleece

i do not ask for
more than i am due: my

wishes are innocent &without pain yesterday ,i shed my jealous snakeskin
now shoulder to foot, pressed, no expectations, unspoken, the way we both understand things,
like the spring peepers, and the fog, and the rainy days, and the property damaging winds, &jazz

your deep voice, earth shaking, harmonizes with mine , mine is , like a
baby crying
the music fills us up & resounds

into the night whistles by the trees
&calms them i want to be gentle
with you like you are glass &shine you to beaming\
i can show you any song i like do you know how badly i
want to listen

friendship deepened by searing adoration i find it easy&beautiful
(bc you are both i simply cherish
this moment letting the lyrics fly
when we

arrive peeling my leg
from yours, the cold shocks me , my blood
shivers

so much that
when we get out of the car

my ankle rolls
stubbornly on the pavement this is something so delicate
i cannot manhandle it

i do not wish
to be parted

from you no matter the way
in which we are joined i revel in it always, always i say
i ask nothing from you even if i am alone in this feeling i want

only the chance
to bask in your joy this space in where i create our connection where i feel
painless&
absolutely
alive
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static

(1)

yo!u deligh;t wate*ring h-oney-soa#ked co/ppered tauri.ne in yo*ur nam>e hi\gh do&se
hang$ing ov@er some^body cand(y tig:ht finge)rs gla%ss bo8x i”t i|s th?e m,old i}t d+oes n=ot
sup{p(ort bub’bling clea(ned a&s soo;n a/s i%t i-s do{ne cuti[cle blo$od harm(less s%elf
tre^ason sk|in cra.cked ha;rd che*mical ef%fect undefi#ned p*oi/son bot&tles le;t he^r bo>nes
h\urt

(2)

h*e’s cry&ing c%an’t y#ou se^e he%’s cr$ying blu@e ra+in su=nda*y mo?rni{ng an/d
tens&e sil;en!ce bu[tt”ere|d wi&th f^ear t;om*orr&ow i%s ter>ribl’e an>d the*rea%fter w(or=ds
ca^nn$ot sa!y h?o*w i;t i]s f-e”lt i)t i<s a{ s\on\g a& si#dew?alk a* s”now$ba[nk pr’et^ty ey%es
g>re’en ra&v;en c<ome her{e a+nd ta\lk i*t f%eels s{of.t a^nd so\oth\e th&e br;eak,ing gl[as\s
t*h.e ti%m)e w&ill n>ot co(me
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inorganic

weeks of waiting the sky opens
up its arms throws back in the electric
blue with a swill with a sigh
bright rain had collected in the veins of the
leaves they still cup it in their hands one silver
drop trembles on their fingertips ,i
am holding on like that

new sunshine she’s there every day composed
cornflower jeans sherpa lined boot season
the warm to the cold chestnut cinnamon
big spill clear and tinted like the green glass i bbbroke
and one reddening maple battered gossamer beneath shoes (ur

aaanyway i ; think i just want to be a lumberjack “
carbon is only slightly more electronegative than hydrogen, and in organic chemistry creates a
nonpolar bond. it is just shy of polar, which is the stronger of the two types of covalent bonds.
”

miss the mark and the magnetism dissipates why … does it have to
? the film of the rain is a thin membrane between
my skin and the black we
opened the door and there were so many spiders
they want nothing we have to conserve our heat share charges (we
cannot be created or destroyed so we must
make something of this

rusty red pickup heartbeat blue sky october
& she’s there every       day
to want endlessly the way we do takes staircases tunnels basements caverns
before
black cherry icee left inklings of purple in the folds of chapped lips
it was fake but just thinking of the ‘real thing ’
was good enough
after
this vector between <
can we be something
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with respect to the stars

rushing ripples and
cracks in the plastic
light is subtle

what do lovers do

?
the rivers can't be pain
rubber cutting through the current
soaked to the bone but i don’t mind
the papers do now     coming apart at the sunset seams
fog and the mountains it’s
cold in my chest
crackling over the soft strings
blue and gray and broken crystals

*
follow one drop across your nose i brush my fingers

in pools of light okay it’s
only my heart over the thunder
wonder how the rain looks
over the spine
a
small street overtaken the banks swallowed up
sadness in the eaves ,can you tell me,
overwhelmed bare feet hitting the concrete

who is she
cold coffee in the indigo hour
cloud cover holds in its hands the secret
between drowned craters
it turns and becomes smoke at the volatile
duplicate song
i’ve already known the feeling
turn up the heat only to
ignite tomorrow
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field notes

smudges on a chalkboard
small white sky letters
light flourishes
hot glass and burns
thick heat of one
blue star like when
you leave cold sage havens
and let the summer
take you

throw out your tiny
secret books into the
river let the soaked
pages go back to the
earth. one stands
alone in a crowd i
wonder what she is doing
everything is far away
you're so tired but
your veins run blinding

stars the color of her eyes clouds
in your cheeks the ocean
on your tongue like when you
feel a hand on your shoulder and
no one is there revolution evolves

knocking on her arm
she catches my hand and
holds it like a book
red shirt exposed throat
thirsty but thinking about volcanism.
what's my chemical formula
just want to lay down
in the sidewalk
and forget that i was ever nervous
let it run away like easy rainfall
looped handwriting why is everyone
so loud

brown eyes blue jeans squared in by plaid and hiking boots and
the lumbering black bears wandering up just to
find out who you really are
i think they might know more than i do
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painting stages and growing plants and
you want to come with me to
“cal-orado”
blue pines aspen trees     where’s that coin you buried?
can’t stay in the valley too long because the thunder is coming
if i could learn to navigate the crumbling slopes where we saw the ghost of a car i’d take you
one day when the snow is falling
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now is a feeling

on a thrumming sound of the night glow
gravity, rushing planets     a sky in orbit

warmth in the kind and shifting clouds
quietness in effulgent sunshine

water flows like years
bloom shimmer fragile
spring is safety gentle     bright recovery

scent of grace comfort and choice
time. . . patience     flash now you are strength
without safety instead, heavenly vigilance

silver ethereal fissure of loyalty
starlight falling forest is it healing?

the rough fleeting flame of youth
my tears     your shining heart

eyes then sparkle and touch rain
blush of embers against glass

parted string
without the needle
minutes

wind and wind and wind,

everyone's gaze of reflection     wings are cool and smooth
the bird wishing summer is calm

the moon-worn ocean is not free but clandestine
the control wave can pierce forever

small soft celestial veins in ice     trees talk
lightning & stars form a mouth

ephemeral visions light nine eternal hands
attraction of the universe is     home to dusk tenderness
run before the connection of thunder

dedication growth flower of winter . . . he shatters
longing for daybreak now a     dark blue dawn leaf
release rescue     flood breathe

rest wake create holy return erase sleep
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(with and without

(i wish i could touch
the earth
and know
its sadness)

(walk with me)
breathing paths through

wild living bronze
the grass weaves around our ankles

waves
with

purple
wind

(steps of)
"fleeting deer and

gentle wolves"
crumbling flowers of gold and the color of my fingertips

(the color

of
you)
i reach out to

blue waves
crushing

to
jagged rocks

where the mermaid    (shined by hands)
looks to the sun

and tastes the
foam

of the
sea
We hold our

minds still
to the bath of Aphrodite

pebbles
(fall

through
our

hands
like

time)
do you know

my swirling mind
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like you know
the

summer
We feel the crackle
of

the fire
(our lives ephemeral

clouds
of
air
in
the
night
We intake

the threads of all that came So heavenly before
until our lungs are
Full of

rain
and

pine
needles

i Fall
without

to the concrete and scraped my hand
it felt just as bad as when i
(both
tender
waiting to break)

(she) (he) (they)
whatever pronouns you use today

no matter what you are
(now yesterday and tomorrow

without a name. . .
my star

like it says at the base
of my neck:

LET THEM TALK
(let
me
talk)

i dare look at a knife (and wish
for it
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to meet
my bone)

i'm running
running

my blood is running
my face is hot
something in me

is
ticking. . .

maybe one day you'll know
how your

warm ways
spark

you write forever and on and on the words in me that spill and rush like water
flowers

of you

growing

across

the

page

MAYBE
my heart will stop trying

to escape
through my

throat
but

the
rain

doesn't soothe it
stings

i want to wander
the forests

in
your heart
please

(run with me)
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phenology

on the ripped up sidewalk
the white flowers sprout in
the chest &bloom so /hard

&it aches,aches,aches
filled up with s sweet honey
sunshine i fell asleep in my
jeans to the cradling scent

of lavender&violet&mimosa
don’t cry it can be so happy)*
breath caught on the

/graveyard walk
(the pink double vision

in reverse
as;leep on your knee

tender fingertips/at my temple
where the sky m meets the sea
hands dripping with nectar
blood burns so stay

in the water blue
in the purple filter where the

amber sparkles in indigo &i
i ,really hadn’t
noticed you

in the sun /before
there was a dove in a tree
no it was a plastic bag caught fragile
in branches branching &bitterbitter
robins drink/ at the sinew

of the earth
beneath the pressure of the

blue burnt sky ,baby petals
relinquish their embrace&
become delicate pulp it must

hurt (so much
will it rain soon

pink lemonade the taste
of sunscreen skin easily permeated
&searing sweetly ,i am dreaming
chafing backwards all twisted roots/

so golden so oxidized so copper
(i think i want to have

the gentlest
touch but it bruises& is owed

to springtime
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cruel september

the light is fractured grey sky
smoke break in the back
their own kind of brilliance
he passes him his cigarette ,the air coils

he lays in the sun until he catches a fever

he worries over him until even the burning stars turn away
but it’s just as friends right;

the crickets are rubbing their legs together and singing but the air is cold it’s deafening there’s
something in his head blocking out the sound something blew in with the wind and caught in his
throat

(i have been him)

please don’t make him wait because he will
why does he love the autumn even when it hurtswhy

he can’t remember why the sweet meadows fell apart

why the golden sun slipped behind the coppering leaves
the grapes by the parking lot smell like the things he never knew how to process

the love i carry but can never unload

loser

said tenderly in the quiet hours
the red light keeps shining in his eyes  *
he feels spider webs clinging to his skin and he brushes them away and still the spindly arms of
the fall have caught him
what’s in your hand
he opens it (gently the plastic crinkles
the yellow wrapper of a sugar free lemon chew

wrinkled in a delicate ball

one bloodshot eye
and a broken finger

he walks with him to the pharmacy in the pale moonlight they go back )and forth in hurt and
laughter
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he’s been dragging his feet through the puddles
and sleeping his days away how are you gonna get through this
get over that young love
how
his heart may wander but it keeps on keeps on
returning to the garden where their hands almost touched
fades into the woodwork only to return full force like a gut punch
(for me it is her
and then how may we continue
except to bear love in our simple ways
in the pages of our books

caught in the missing of each other

you’re the only loser in this town who can handle me

u have been him, too)

i swear
i swear
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